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Introduction 

For us, using our native language is one of the most natural things in the world. We are used 

to handle at least 40.000 words stored in memory (Nagy & Anderson, 1984). We effortlessly 

produce and comprehend such a large number of words. This requires a well-organized 

storage of words structured according to the demands of language use. The representations of 

words in the mind are comprised under the notion “mental lexicon”. Both, models of speech 

production (e.g., Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1988; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) and 

comprehension (e.g., Forster, 1976; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 2002; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; 

McClelland & Elman, 1986, Norris, 1994) assume that various information sources pertaining 

to words are represented. Understanding and producing language requires semantic, syntactic, 

morphological and phonological information. This thesis deals with the representation of 

morphological information within the mental lexicon. A brief overview of the issues 

addressed in this work is provided in the following sections. 

Morphological complexity 

Morphology refers to the internal structure of words: A morpheme is the minimal unit of 

meaning in a language. A morpheme can consist of a word, such as bag, or a meaningful 

piece of a word, such as the –s in bags. The s is a morpheme that indicates the plural form in 

this context. Morphemes can be classified either as free or bound morphemes. Free 

morphemes can stand by themselves and are usually individual words, for example, bag, build 

or rhinoceros. Bound morphemes cannot stand alone but need to be attached to a free 

morpheme. Almost all prefixes and suffixes are bound morphemes, for example, re- in 

replace or -ish in childish. 

Traditionally, three classes of morphology are distinguished: Inflection, derivation and 

composition. Inflection changes the form of a word to express, for example, tense, gender, 

case or number (e.g., cat – cats). Inflectional morphemes do not change the basic meaning of 

the root morpheme nor change word class. Whereas inflection results in different forms of the 

same word, compounding and derivation offer a powerful means to create new words. 

Compounding is the widest-spread morphological process across the world’s languages 

(Dressler, 2006). Lexical items are created from two or more other items and in doing so 

almost anything can combine with anything. In languages, such as German, many morphemes 

can be put together quite simply to produce complex words such as Leuchtturmwärtergehilfe 
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(assistant to lighthouse keeper). Derivation involves the creation of lexical items by attaching 

a (bound) morpheme to a stem, for example, building and rebuild are derived from build. 

German verbs can be constructed by adding a prefix to a noun, an adjective or another verb. 

In this thesis, the representation of complex words that originate from compounding (Chapter 

2, Experiments 1 and 2) and derivation (Chapter 3, Experiments 1 and 2) is investigated. 

The investigation of morphologically complex words provides the opportunity to study the 

representation of linguistic structure in the mind. Monomorphemic words, such as bag or 

agree reflect arbitrary associations between sound and meaning. Consequently, these simple 

words are stored as single items within the mental lexicon and must simply be memorized. In 

contrast, morphological structure reflects non-arbitrary form-meaning correspondences. 

Complex words, such as handbag or disagree can be broken down into their constituent 

morphemes and there is an ongoing debate on whether complex words are stored as complete 

units, as if they were simple words (e.g., Butterworth, 1983) or in a decomposed morphemic 

format (e.g., Taft, 2004, Taft & Ardasinski, 2006; Taft & Forster, 1975). If the word is the 

basic lexical unit, all wordforms that one encounters will be stored irrespective of whether 

they are simple or complex. However, if the morpheme is the basic lexical unit complex 

words are composed during word production and decomposed during comprehension. 

Does morphology simply reflect a correlation between form and 

meaning? 

There is a natural confound between morphological, semantic and phonological information. 

Words, such as silk and silky or farm, farmer and farmhouse, do not only share a morpheme 

but are also related in form and meaning. Thus, some researchers argue that morphology is an 

epiphenomenon simply reflecting systematic relations between form and meaning (e.g., 

Gonnerman, Seidenberg, & Andersen, 2007; Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000). It is therefore 

important for research on morphology, to separate morphological effects from those due to 

semantic relatedness and phonological similarity. Fortunately, there are numerous 

morphologically complex words which are semantically opaque. The meaning of opaque or 

intransparent words, such as jailbird or butterfly cannot be derived from the meaning of their 

constituents. Semantically intransparent words have been used to separate out the 

contributions made by semantic relatedness (e.g., Dohmes, Zwitserlood, Bölte, 2004). To 

assess the impact of phonological similarity, the effect of morphological overlap has been 

compared with the effect of phonological overlap. Whereas blackbird and jailbird are 
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morphologically related, elephant and ant are only phonologically related (e.g., Dohmes et 

al.). 

The experiments described here, aim to provide evidence for an independent level of 

morphological representation. Therefore, complex words that are morphologically and 

semantically related to a simple word, such as blackbird and bird, morphologically related 

and semantically unrelated to a simple word, such as jailbird and bird (Chapter 2, Experiment 

1; Chapter 3, Experiments 1 and 2), or merely form-related, such as accord and cord (Chapter 

2, Experiment 2; Chapter 3, Experiments 1 and 2) are employed. 

Morphology in speech production and comprehension 

Although studies in comprehension exceed by far those in production, the vast amount of 

research into the understanding of complex words has not provided us with clear and 

consistent outcomes. This is reflected in a great variety of theoretical positions concerning the 

role of morphology in language comprehension. Quite a few suggestions as to how 

morphologically complex words are processed and represented in the mental lexicon have 

been made. In a full-listing approach as proposed by Butterworth (1983), for example, it is 

assumed that each known complex word is stored. As mentioned before, others propose that 

there is no specific morphological representation or processing (Gonnerman et al, 2007; Plaut 

& Gonnerman, 2000). Fully decompositional accounts assume an obligatory decomposition of 

complex forms into their constituent morphemes (e.g., Taft, 2004; Taft & Ardasinski, 2006; 

Taft & Forster, 1975). Intermediate positions on this continuum are so-called dual-route 

models where complex forms can be accessed both as whole forms and in a decomposed 

format (e.g., Caramazza, Laudanna, & Romani, 1988; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995). 

Even though there has been very little research of morphological processing in language 

production, models of speech production place high importance on the role of morphology. In 

the speech production model by Levelt et al. (1999), for example, morphologically 

decomposed entries are explicitly incorporated at the wordform level. Complex words are 

represented in terms of their constituent morphemes at this level. This holds equally for 

semantically transparent and opaque complex words. Dell (1986, 1988) has proposed an 

interactive network model motivated by the investigation of naturally occurring speech errors. 

In Dell’s model, word nodes and phonological nodes are connected via morpheme nodes. 

Taken together, both, production and comprehension seem to involve morphologically 

structured form representations. However, the relation between the two domains has received 

surprisingly little attention. The question arises whether wordform representations may be 
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shared between the comprehension and production system. This issue is addressed in Chapter 

3, Experiments 1 and 2. An overlapping set of materials was used in a production and a 

comprehension experiment in order to get a comprehensive idea about the role of morphology 

during lexical processing. In the production experiment, picture-word interference was 

employed (Experiment 1). In the comprehension experiment, participants made a lexical 

decision on a visually presented target in a cross-modal priming paradigm (Experiment 2). 

Looking for a suitable paradigm to investigate morphological 

processing in speech production 

As mentioned before, the overwhelming number of investigations took place in the 

comprehension domain. In the domain of language production, only few studies have dealt 

with morphological complexity (Zwitserlood, Bölte & Dohmes, 2000, 2002; Roelofs, 1996, 

1998; Roelofs & Baayen, 2002). 

The picture-word interference paradigm is one of the most popular paradigms for studying 

lexical access in speech production. Although this paradigm has proved to be successful in 

investigating the process of speaking it cannot be used without restrictions. Obviously, 

subjects’ responses can only refer to depictable entities in a picture naming task. The implicit 

priming task, an alternative to picture-word interference, is also subject to restrictions, since 

only a limited amount of pairs can be learned before testing. Thus, it would be useful to make 

a task available that can overcome the limitations associated with picture naming and implicit 

priming. Word translation seems to possess these characteristics because it allows for large 

sets of diverse stimuli and does not require depictable entities. In two experiments (Chapter 2, 

Experiments 1 and 2), a modified version of the word-translation task has been employed. 

Participants translated visually presented English words into German, while German 

distractor words were presented simultaneously. The aim of these two experiments was 

twofold: Firstly, to investigate whether morphemes are represented as independent lexical 

units. Secondly, to determine whether the task is sensitive to morphological processing in 

language production 

Outline 

This thesis is divided into two empirical parts. The first concentrates on the processing of 

German compounds in a speech production task (Chapter 2). The second part deals with the 

processing of derived German verbs in a production and a comprehension task (Chapter 3). 
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Chapter 2 

Two experiments are reported in which university students translated visually presented 

English words into German, while German distractor words were simultaneously presented. 

Distractors were morphologically related, merely form-related or unrelated to the German 

translations (target words). The transparency of the semantic relation between target words 

and morphological distractors was also varied. Morphological distractors facilitated word-

translation latencies irrespective of their semantic transparency, replicating results obtained 

with other tasks. Thus, in German word production, effects of morphological complexity 

seem to be largely independent of semantics. Morphological facilitation is also not due to 

mere form-relatedness, since phonological distractors had no impact on translation latencies, 

relative to unrelated distractors. The data corroborate the usefulness of word-translation for 

investigating spoken word production, in particular, for morphological processing. 

Chapter 3 

The impact of derived German verbs on the production and recognition of morphologically 

related simple verbs was investigated. To disentangle effects of morphological, semantic and 

phonological relatedness, target verbs (e.g., schlafen – to sleep) were combined with four 

context verbs: Two morphologically related context verbs that were either semantically 

transparent (verschlafen – to oversleep) or semantically opaque (entschlafen – to pass away), 

a semantically related (ruhen – to repose) and a phonologically related (schlackern – to 

dangle) context verb. Morphologically related complex verbs reduced picture-naming 

latencies as well as lexical-decision latencies. Semantically related verbs without 

morphological overlap did not show any reliable effects. In production, morphological 

facilitation was almost four times larger than phonological facilitation. In comprehension, 

pure form overlap produced inhibition. It is argued that production and comprehension 

processes operate on morphologically decomposed form representations. Independent from 

semantic transparency, complex words are broken down into their morphemes during 

comprehension and are assembled during production. 
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Morphological representations of German compounds 

Heidi Gumnior, Jens Bölte, and Pienie Zwitserlood 

Introduction 

The generation of spoken words is normally a fast and effortless process which proceeds from 

meaning to sound. The non-linguistic information that speakers convey has to be transformed 

by several linguistic processes, before eventually the appropriate articulatory gestures are 

produced. In the research presented here, we concentrate on the role of morphology at the 

interface between speech production and comprehension. Our aims are twofold. First, we 

investigate the nature and structure of lexical representations used in speaking, by assessing 

the impact of morphologically complex words on the production of simple words. Since most 

speech production experiments focus on semantic or phonological processing, data on 

morphology are still quite meagre. Second, we evaluate the suitability of a variant of the 

word-translation task for these purposes. Most research on word production relies on the 

picture-word interference paradigm. The fact that this task requires concrete, depictable 

objects poses clear restrictions on the materials which can be used. This is particularly violent 

for the issue of morphology. If it is shown that picture-word interference and word translation 

generate similar results, these limitations can be overcome. 

Morphology in speech production is a relatively new field of experimental research. This 

contrasts with the plethora of studies in word recognition, with the diverse theoretical 

implementations based on data from such studies, and with the clear role of morphology in 

theories of speech production (Dell, 1986; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999). Taking the 

model by Levelt and colleagues (Levelt et al., 1999) as an example, monomorphemic words, 

and words with a degenerate morphology (e.g., replicate), have single units at each 

processing level. This is different for morphologically complex words (e.g., outsource, 

handbag, lively) and idioms (e.g., to bite the dust). For most morphologically complex words, 

a single concept node activates a single lemma node (which codes syntactic properties of a 

word), which in turn activates multiple, morpheme-sized nodes at a wordform stratum. This 

holds equally for semantically transparent and opaque complex words (e.g., blackbird and 

jailbird). Complex words which are novel or of low frequency can have more than one lemma 

and obviously more than one morpheme at the form level. So, in the model by Levelt et al., a 
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word’s morphological complexity is always coded in a decomposed way at the form level, 

regardless of the degree of decomposition at the lemma or concept level. The model proposed 

by Dell (Dell, 1986), which has a different architecture, also has morphemes as the core units 

at the form level. 

From a broader theoretical perspective, taking models of language comprehension into 

account, the obligatory decomposed representation of morphologically complex words 

represents one extreme position on a continuum. The other extreme denotes that complex 

words are stored as whole-word units (Butterworth, 1983; Manelis & Tharp, 1977). Between 

these poles are various graded positions, for instance that decomposition is restricted to 

infrequent words (Caramazza, Laudanna & Romani, 1988; Chialant & Caramazza, 1995; 

Schreuder & Baayen, 1995), to semantically transparent words (Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, 

Waksler, & Older, 1994; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995), or that there is a race between 

decomposed and whole-word access units (Baayen & Schreuder, 1999; Frauenfelder & 

Schreuder, 1992). 

Clearly, such models are based on results from comprehension studies, which cannot be 

automatically generalized to production. Interestingly, comprehension models do not 

explicitly incorporate purely syntactic lemma nodes, which play such an important role in the 

model by Levelt et al. (1999). Syntactic features of words are stored with the lexical 

representation of a word, but it is often not spelled out whether this information is hooked up 

to form representations, to semantic representations or to more abstract lexical nodes1. This 

has consequences for the potential locus of morphological effects derived from paradigms 

which rely on both comprehension and production, as we will discuss. 

Initially, speech production models took their data from sources other than experiments. 

Evidence from linguistics, speech errors, and language disorders motivated a separate role for 

morphemes in production (cf. Garrett, 1975; Levelt, 1989). Speech errors that involve the 

misordering of morphemic units (e.g., slicely thinned instead of thinly sliced, Stemberger, 

1985) indicate that speakers use morphemes as processing units in speech production. Data 

from aphasic patients who, when in search of existing words, produce novel combinations of 

morphemes (e.g., poorless) also support this (Badecker & Caramazza, 1991). In general, all of 

us are able to create and understand new words composed of familiar parts – usually 

morphemes. This competence draws on knowledge of the internal morphological structure of 

words. In German, for example, compounding results in a large number of lexical items. 

                                                 
1 Allen and Badecker (2002) propose a lemma level in comprehension which encompasses both semantic and 

syntactic information. 
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Often, linking elements have to be inserted in compounds, for example, Rindfleisch (beef) vs. 

Rinderfilet (roast beef). Linking elements are phonologically motivated, but take morphemes 

as relevant units. Native speakers know which linking element belongs to which combination, 

and also, which combinations of compound constituents and linking elements are in principle 

acceptable. They use this knowledge to construct novel compounds, such as Rücktrittsangebot 

(offer to resign one’s position). 

Without diminishing the value of data of the type mentioned above, experiments are 

necessary to corroborate models developed on their basis. The experimental investigation of 

morphological structure in speech production poses quite some problems. First, it is generally 

difficult to elicit specific spoken utterances under controlled conditions. Second, it is 

particularly intricate to separate effects of morphological structure from those due to semantic 

relatedness and phonological similarity. Whereas it is difficult enough to find materials 

suitable for an interesting contrast of morphological, semantic or form similarity, and to 

present them for comprehension, it is a major feat when speaking is at issue. Only two 

paradigms have been used so far: implicit priming and picture-word interference, the data of 

which we will summarize below. Given this scarcity of tasks, we tested the suitability of 

another speech production paradigm: the word-translation task, from L2 (English) into L1 

(German). Research has shown that this task taps into semantic and lexical knowledge 

(Kuipers, La Heij, & Costa, 2006; Wheeldon & Levelt, 1995; Vigliocco, Lauer, Damian, & 

Levelt, 2002). In particular, we employed the variant which combines targets for translation 

with distractor words (La Heij et al., 1990). 

As stated before, investigations of morphological processing in speaking are rare. With a 

paradigm known as implicit priming (Meyer, 1990, 1991), Roelofs investigated 

morphological planning in speech production (Roelofs, 1996, 1998). In this paradigm, 

speakers first have to learn a set of prompt-response pairs such as keyboard – input, 

knowledge – insight, air – inflow. During a subsequent test phase they have to produce a 

learned response as fast as possible when a prompt (e.g., knowledge) is shown. The same 

response words occur in two sets. In a homogeneous set, the response words share part of 

their form (e.g., input, insight, inflow), whereas response words in heterogeneous sets are 

unrelated (e.g., input, misprint, uptake). The overlap in homogeneous sets enables the speaker 

to prepare part of the response before prompts are presented, which is not possible in 

heterogeneous sets. Studies have shown that production latencies (i.e., the interval between 

prompt onset and speech onset) are smaller in homogeneous than in heterogeneous sets. 

Meyer (1990, 1991) observed preparation effects for monomorphemic words with word-
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initial form overlap (e.g., weaver, weasel, wheedle). Roelofs (1996, 1998) found that the size 

of the preparation effect was larger when the overlapping first syllable constituted a 

morpheme (e.g., input) than when it did not (e.g., Indian). 

Zwitserlood, Bölte and Dohmes (2000, 2002) used picture-word interference to investigate 

morphological processing in speech production. In this paradigm, pictures that are to be 

named are combined with distractor words which have to be ignored (cf. Glaser & 

Düngelhoff, 1984; Lupker, 1982). Distractor words were morphologically, phonologically or 

semantically related to the picture name. Morphological similarity in German, as in many 

languages, is naturally confounded with semantic and phonological relatedness (e.g., flowery 

is semantically, phonologically and morphologically related to the picture name flower). To 

prove that morphological complexity has a separate representational status, it is essential to 

disentangle effects due to phonological, semantic and morphological similarity. With a 

delayed variant of picture-word interference (word and picture were separated by a lag of 7 – 

10 intervening trials) Zwitserlood et al. could separate morphological from semantic and 

phonological effects. No impact of semantic or phonological relatedness was evident with 

long lags between distractor and picture, but morphological facilitation survived. 

An interesting opportunity to test for the independence of morphological and semantic 

representations is provided by morphologically complex words that are semantically opaque. 

The meaning of a morphologically complex word is often not straightforwardly related to the 

meaning of its constituent morphemes. Whereas the meaning of a semantically transparent 

compound (e.g., butter knife) is derivable from the meaning of its constituent morphemes, this 

does not hold for semantically opaque compounds (e.g., butterfly). Effects of semantic 

transparency can be observed in comprehension studies (see Feldman, 2000, for an overview). 

Feldman suggests that if a particular paradigm or task is sensitive to semantic effects, 

differences are observed between semantically opaque and semantically transparent words 

that are both morphologically related to the target word. No differences between transparent 

and opaque prime words are observed with long-lagged priming, a paradigm which is 

insensitive to semantic effects in comprehension. Small but mostly reliable differences in the 

amount of priming caused by transparent and opaque words are reported when primes and 

targets are presented in close temporal vicinity (Bentin & Feldman, 1990, for Hebrew; 

Feldman, Soltano, Pastizzo, & Francis, 2004, for English; Zwitserlood, 1994a, for Dutch). To 

take the Zwitserlood study as an example, morphologically related opaque compounds 

(drankorgel, drunkard) produced about 40 ms of priming to their target (e.g., orgel, organ), 

compared to an unrelated control. Morphologically and semantically related primes 
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(kerkorgel, church organ) showed a larger effect (54 ms). Thus, an additional semantic 

relationship adds to the facilitation, but this facilitation cannot be reduced to semantic 

relatedness. Clearly, the bulk of the effect is purely morphological. 

In contrast, production experiments comparing morphological effects with effects of shared 

meaning do not reveal effects of semantic transparency. Roelofs and Baayen (2002) examined 

the status of morphological constituents of opaque complex words with implicit priming. 

They compared the preparation effect for transparent (e.g., input), opaque (e.g., invoice), and 

morphologically simple nouns (e.g., Indian). Again, a larger preparation effect was found 

when the shared initial segment constituted a morpheme than when it did not. Interestingly, 

the morphological preparation effect for opaque nouns was almost the same as for transparent 

nouns. The authors argue that morphemes are planning units in the production of complex 

words, but that semantic transparency is not essential for morphological preparation. 

Similar issues were addressed by Dohmes et al. (2004) with picture-word interference. They 

investigated whether semantically transparent (e.g., Buschrose, bush rose) and semantically 

opaque compounds (e.g., Gürtelrose, shingles) differ in their efficiency as distractor words in 

picture naming (e.g., picture of a rose). In addition, monomorphemic words such as Neurose 

(neurosis) which completely contain the target were used to evaluate the contribution of mere 

form overlap. Dohmes et al. found a robust morphological effect in the standard, immediate 

variant of picture-word interference (in which pictures and distractors are presented in close 

temporal vicinity) as well as in the delayed variant. The presence of a morphologically 

complex word facilitated the subsequent production of one of its constituents: the picture 

name. Again, as with implicit priming, facilitation was almost identical for semantically 

transparent and opaque compounds, corroborating the independence of morphology from 

semantics. Form-related distractors facilitated picture naming only in the immediate variant, 

and to a lesser degree than morphologically related distractors. 

In sum: The available data from two speech production tasks provide evidence for a role of 

morphology separate from semantics and phonology. Compared to the wealth of data from 

language comprehension, the evidence is still scarce. As pointed out earlier, this is mainly due 

to the lack of suitable paradigms. Implicit priming and picture-word interference both have 

their drawbacks. Implicit priming allows for only very small material sets, because 

participants can only learn a limited amount of pairs during the learning phase. Moreover, 

preparation effects are only observed when the overlap is at word onset. No facilitation is 

found for overlap of non-initial morphemes (e.g., handbook, cookbook) or prefixed verbs 

(e.g., indoen – uitdoen, put in – take off; Roelofs, 1996). The picture-word interference 
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paradigm fares better here, showing facilitation with non-initial overlap between distractors 

and picture names (e.g., cookbook – picture of a book; Zwitserlood et al., 2000, 2002; 

Dohmes et al., 2004) 

Picture-word interference looks at any issue in word production, including morphology, in an 

indirect manner. The distractor is morphologically complex, while the target for speaking is 

morphologically simple. Such an indirect approach is typical for the paradigm, which 

intrinsically relies on the interface of comprehension and production and, more or less 

explicitly stated, on shared or connected representations. But the picture-word interference 

paradigm also has its limitations. Obviously, it can only be applied to words that can be 

depicted. In the published literature on morphology in speaking, only pictures of concrete 

objects have been used. Alternative tasks that can elicit spoken utterances for a wide range of 

concepts, not only those that can be presented as pictures, would be useful for many questions 

and for morphology in particular. For this reason, we investigated the suitability of word 

translation for the issues at hand. 

Word translation has been frequently employed in studies on bilingualism. In this task, a word 

is presented in one language and its word-translation equivalent must be expressed in another 

language (cf. De Groot, 1992; Kroll & Stewart, 1994). The word-translation task can be 

modified into a task comparable to picture-word interference by adding distractor words (La 

Heij et al., 1990). The rationale is the same: As the picture in picture-word experiments, the 

probe word (in L2) that has to be translated should result in the activation of the intended 

target word (in L1). The fate of this target word can be influenced by simultaneously 

presenting a distractor (cf. Bloem & La Heij, 2003; La Heij et al., 1990). 

It is not entirely clear whether translation of the probe word into the target word is 

conceptually mediated or takes place via lexical connections (which represent wordform 

information in most models of bilingualism). Sholl, Sankaranarayanan and Kroll (1995) argue 

for an asymmetry: Only translation from the more dominant to the less dominant language is 

sensitive to conceptual-level processing. In contrast, La Heij, Hooglander, Kerling and van 

der Velden (1996) argue that translation in both directions is largely conceptually mediated. 

For our purposes, it is largely irrelevant whether target-word activation is conceptually or 

lexically mediated, because evidence converges on the idea that morphological complexity is 

lexically coded, most probably at the form level (Levelt et al., 1999; Roelofs & Baayen, 2002; 

Zwitserlood et al., 2002). As with picture-word interference the morphologically complex 

distractor words are processed by the by the “native” comprehension system, on all relevant 

dimensions, from orthography via morphology to semantics. We expect translation latencies 
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to be influenced by distractor words in the same way as picture naming latencies in picture-

word interference. As argued before, word translation has advantages over both picture-word 

interference and implicit priming, because it allows for larger sets of more diverse stimuli. We 

also expect the paradigm to be sensitive to non-initial overlap between target and distractor, 

for which implicit priming is not sensitive. To asses the suitability of the paradigm for 

morphology and to add to a meagre database on the role of morphology in speaking, we tested 

conditions for which data from picture-word interference were already available. As in 

Dohmes et al. (2004), we tested for effects of non-initial morphological relatedness between 

target words and distractors in the presence and in the absence of semantic transparency. We 

compared effects for semantically transparent distractors such as Handtasche (hand bag) and 

semantically opaque distractors such as Plaudertasche (chatterbox, target: Tasche, bag), in 

Experiment 1. We also contrasted data from conditions of morphological similarity to those 

with mere form overlap between targets and distractors (Experiment 2), with morphologically 

related distractors such as Stadttor (town gate) and phonologically related distractors such as 

Reaktor (reactor, target: Tor, gate). Here, we expected morphological effects to be larger than 

phonological effects. If results are broadly similar to those obtained with picture-word 

interference, this constitutes important corroborating evidence for morphological units in 

speaking and establishes that word-translation is a useful tool in the study of morphological 

processing and representation. 

Experiment 1 

Method 

Participants 

The experiment was conducted with 18 native speakers of German from the University of 

Münster, who received course credit for participation. 

Materials and procedure 

Forty-five English monomorphemic nouns2 served as targets. All target words were non-

cognates, except for one (Nudel – noodle). Each target was combined with three German 

                                                 
2 There were two morphologically complex English words, one in Experiment 1 and another in Experiment 2. 

Their German translation was morphologically simple. 
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compounds that served as distractors. Target and distractor were either morphologically and 

semantically related (Handtasche, hand bag), morphologically related but semantically 

opaque (Plaudertasche, chatterbox) or unrelated (Sündenbock, scapegoat) to the German 

translation of the English noun (bag → Tasche), see Appendix B. The unrelated condition 

served as a baseline to evaluate size and direction of priming effects. Distractors were 

matched for word frequency and word length. According to the Leipziger Wortschatz 

Lexikon, mean frequency class for semantically related distractors was 17.5 (mean word 

length was 10.1 letters), for semantically opaque distractors 17.8 (mean word length was 10.1 

letters) and for unrelated control distractors 17 (mean word length was 9.91 letters). This 

online-lexicon reports categories of frequency for each word, based on the frequency of the 

German word “der”, which is the most frequent word in German. High values indicate low 

frequencies. In a pretest, 45 morphologically and semantically related compounds, 45 

morphologically related and semantically opaque compounds and 45 unrelated control 

compounds were presented together with the German translation of the corresponding English 

noun. Six participants rated the semantic relatedness of each item pair on a five-point scale (1 

– not related at all, 5 – strongly related). The mean relatedness score was 4.37 (SD = 0.42) 

for the semantically transparent pairs, 2.1 (SD = 0.52) for the semantically opaque condition, 

and 1.02 (SD = 0.08) for the unrelated condition. The 45 targets were distributed across 3 

lists, using a Latin-square design. Each target appeared only once per list but with a different 

distractor on each list. Of the 45 compounds on each list, 30 compounds had morphologically 

related targets, 15 compounds had unrelated targets. To decrease the relatedness proportion, 

45 filler compounds were added which were in all aspects unrelated to the German translation 

of their target. Nine practice trials preceded each list. There were two different sequences of 

trials within each list. Participants saw all lists, in one of three presentation orders (1-2-3, 2-3-

1, 3-1-2). 

Prior to the experiment, participants were trained to produce the intended translation for the 

English nouns using a vocabulary trainer (Langenscheidt Vokabeltrainer Englisch, CD-ROM 

Version 2.0). 

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room, sitting in front of a computer screen 

(CTX 1785 XE). They were instructed to translate the English nouns as quickly and 

accurately as possible. Latencies were measured with the aid of a voice-key (Sennheiser HME 

25-1). All stimuli appeared as white characters against a black background. The structure of 

each trial was as follows. First, participants saw a warning signal (an asterisk) for 252 ms. 

Next, the screen was cleared for 252 ms, followed by the display of the distractor for 398 ms, 
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centered on the screen. The target was presented 120 pixels below distractor position, 106ms 

after Distractor onset (SOA -106) for a duration of 398 ms. Reaction time was measured from 

target-word onset and time-out was set to 1900 ms. The experiment lasted about 30 minutes. 

Results 

The overall error rate for erroneous answers was 4.9%. Erroneous answers, disfluencies, 

triggering of the voice-key by non-speech sounds and latencies less than 200 ms or greater 

than 1900 ms were discarded from the analyses. Latencies were averaged over participants 

(F1) or items (F2) and submitted to separate ANOVAs. Degrees of freedom were adjusted 

with the conservative lower bound procedure in all ANOVAs. We first analysed the results 

with Distractor Type (semantically transparent, semantically intransparent, and unrelated) and 

Presentation (first, second, and third) as factors. Table 1 lists reaction times and error 

percentages as a function of Distractor Type and Presentation. We controlled whether 

translation latencies changed over the time-course of the experiment and whether there was 

any interaction with the factor Distracor Type. The main effect of Presentation was not 

significant for F1(1,17) < 1, but for F2(1,44) = 4.678, p < .001. Paired t-tests showed that 

word-translation latencies decreased from the first (917 ms) to the second presentation [885 

ms; t2(44) = 2.702, p = .01], but not from the second to the third presentation [882 ms; t2(44) 

=.282, p = .78]. We found no significant interaction between Distractor Type and 

Presentation, F1 < 1; F2 < 1). Therefore the remaining analyses are presented collapsed 

across this factor. 

Table 1. Experiment 1: Mean RTs in ms , standard deviations (in parentheses) and error 

percentages as a function of Distractor Type and Presentation. 

 presentation 

 first second third mean 

Distractor Type RT % error RT % error RT % error RT % error 

transparent 864.3 

(31.7) 

6.9 861.7 

(21.9) 

2.3 851.6 

(28.7) 

2.3 859.2 

(21.5) 

3.8 

opaque 900.3 

(29.2) 

4.7 848 

(28.6) 

2.4 854.1 

(30.4) 

3.1 867.4 

(25.39) 

3.4 

control 929.1 

(39.1) 

7.9 915.4 

(32.3) 

5.3 920.9 

(32.1) 

2.8 921.8 

(31.63) 

5.3 
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The main effect of Distractor Type was significant, F1(1,17) = 11.000, p < .001; F2(1,44) = 

12.070, p = .001. The two morphologically related distractors showed nearly identical effects. 

Planned comparisons revealed that compared to unrelated distractors (922 ms), English nouns 

were translated significantly faster when a semantically transparent (859 ms) or opaque 

compound (867 ms) was presented (see Appendix A). The difference of 8 ms between the two 

distractor types was not significant. The ANOVA on the mean error proportions revealed no 

further information. 

Thus, morphologically related distractors facilitated translation, regardless of the degree of 

semantic transparency. Moreover, we again obtained evidence that non-initial morphological 

overlap can facilitate word production (cf. Dohmes et al., 2004). The data of Experiment 1 

clearly show that morphological overlap facilitates word-translation. The facilitation effect 

was of similar size for semantically transparent and opaque distractors, suggesting that 

morphology plays a role that is largely independent of semantic compositionality. This 

finding is in line with the model of Levelt et al. (1999) as well as with the theory of 

autonomous morphology proposed by Aronoff (1994). We will postpone an evaluation of all 

potential explanations for the effects observed here to the general discussion. Before doing so, 

we have to assess another potential confound: between morphology and phonological overlap. 

This is the purpose of Experiment 2, in which we investigate and compare effects of 

morphological overlap with those of pure form overlap. 

Experiment 2 

Method 

Participants 

The experiment was conducted with 21 native speakers of German from the University of 

Münster, who received course credit for participation. 

Materials and procedure 

Forty-five English nouns served as targets. Each target was combined with three German 

distractors. Distractor words were morphologically and semantically related (Faltenrock, 

pleated skirt), monomorphemic and form-related (Barock, baroque), or unrelated (Flugzeug, 

plane) to the German translation of the English noun (skirt – Rock). The form-related 

distractors accidentally happen to contain the string which constitutes the translation 
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equivalent (e.g., Barock – Rock; Insekt – Sekt), see Appendix B. The unrelated condition 

served as a baseline to evaluate size and direction of priming effects. Mean frequency class 

according to the Leipziger Wortschatz Lexikon was 17.2 for semantically related distractors 

(mean word length was 9.2 letters), 13.5 for form-related distractors (mean word length was 

7.1 letters) and for unrelated control distractors this was 16.5 (mean word length was 8.6 

letters). 

As in Experiment 1, semantic relatedness was pretested. Forty-five morphologically and 

semantically related compounds, 45 form-related words and 45 unrelated control compounds 

were presented together with the German translation of the corresponding English noun. 

Mean semantic relatedness, in a 5-point scale, was 4.07 (SD = 0.59) for the semantically 

transparent condition, 1.16 (SD = 0.25) for the form-related condition, and 1.03 (SD = 0.09) 

for the unrelated condition. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. 

Results 

The overall error rate was 5 % for erroneous answers. We applied the same type of pre-

processing and data analysis as in Experiment 1. Again, results were first analyzed with 

Distractor Type (morphologically related, form-related, and unrelated) and Presentation (first, 

second, and third) as factors. Table 2 lists reaction times and error percentages as a function 

of Distractor Type and Presentation. The main effect of Presentation was significant for 

F1(1,20) = 5.567, p = .029 and F2(2,44) = 17.625, p < .001. Paired t-tests showed that word-

translation latencies decreased from the first (954 ms) to the second presentation [(906 ms), 

t1(20) = 2.683, p = .014, t2(44) = .4.447, p < .001], but not from second to third presentation 

[(902 ms), t1(20) = .277, p = .785, t2(44) = .282, p < .779]. We found no significant 

interaction between Distractor Type and Presentation, F1 < 1; F2 < 1. Therefore the 

remaining analyses are presented collapsed across this factor. 
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Table 2. Experiment 2: Mean RTs in ms, standard deviations (in parantheses) and error 

percentages as a function of Distractor Type and Presentation. 

 presentation 

 first second third mean 

Distractor Type RT % error RT % error RT % error RT % error 

transparent 914.9 

(32.5) 

6.0 887.6 

(33.0) 

2.8 882.8 

(33.8) 

2.4 895.1 

(29.5) 

3.3 

form-related 972.7 

(33.4) 

9.2 914.3 

(36.6) 

2.4 903.9 

(36.6) 

2.4 930.3 

(33.3) 

4.7 

control 975.5 

(40.5) 

11.5 918.9 

(35.4) 

6.4 921.9 

(41.8) 

2.8 938.8 

(37.0) 

6.6 

 

The ANOVA on the averaged latencies yielded a significant main effect of Distractor Type 

F1(1,20) = 5.238, p = .033; F2(1,44) = 5.5852, p = .02. Planned comparisons revealed that 

English nouns paired with a morphologically (and semantically) related distractor (895 ms) 

were translated significantly faster than those paired with either a form-related (930 ms) or an 

unrelated distractor (939 ms). The difference between form-related and unrelated distractor 

latencies (10 ms) was not significant (see Appendix A). Again, the ANOVA on the mean 

error proportions revealed no further information. 

So, as in Experiment 1, morphologically related distractors facilitated word-translation 

latencies. This facilitation is not due to form overlap because form overlap alone does not 

result in significant facilitation. Such a pattern of results is compatible with what was found 

earlier. Both Roelofs (1996, 1998) and Dohmes et al. (2004) observed reliable differences 

between the impact of morphological similarity and of pure form overlap. 

General discussion 

We presented data from two experiments on the impact of morphological relatedness, 

semantic transparency and form overlap on word-translation performance for morphologically 

simple words. The data are easily summarized: First, morphologically related distractors 

produced facilitation irrespective of the semantic transparency of their relation to the relevant 

target word. The size of the effect was almost identical for semantically transparent and 

opaque compounds. On the other hand, form-related distractors did not reliably affect target-
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word production. Thus, facilitation in the morphological conditions does not simply result 

from form overlap. We will address three issues in remainder of this discussion: (1) the locus 

of effects from our morphological conditions in comprehension and production, (2) whether 

and how models can accommodate the data and (3) differences and commonalities between 

picture-word interference and word-translation. 

Morphological effects at the production-comprehension interface 

Considered in isolation, there are many potential explanations for the particular effects 

obtained here. To decide in favour of one or the other interpretation, we will also draw on 

results from earlier studies in production, as well as on data and models for the role of 

morphology in comprehension. A first question concerns the locus of effects that we labelled 

“morphological”. Our favoured explanation, here and elsewhere, is in terms of shared 

morphemes between production and comprehension. Alternatively, effects could be due to 

shared meaning, to shared lemmas, or to shared form. We will consider the merits and 

problems of each of these explanations in sequence. 

Let us first consider what happens with the stimuli in this particular translation study (and in 

many of our picture-word experiments, for that matter). The words which participants 

produce are actually morphologically simple, so their lexical representation is quite 

straightforward: One lemma, and one wordform or lexeme. The distractor words are 

morphologically complex. On the basis of good evidence, we assume that the comprehension 

system parses the distractors into constituent morphemes (e.g., Baayen & Schreuder, 1999; 

Drews & Zwitserlood, 1995; Marslen-Wilson, et al., 1994). These morphemes activate their 

syntactic (“lemma”) and semantic properties (“concept”). Is the complexity of words lost after 

parsing, in other words, does it suffice to have individual morphemes to understand the 

meaning of words? This might hold for semantically fully transparent complex words, by 

combining the meanings of constituent morphemes. But for opaque words, such a process 

would clearly fail (e.g., blackguard, bluestocking). Consider also that fully transparent words 

are rare gems, and that semantic transparency is not an all-or-none phenomenon. The meaning 

of many seemingly transparent complex words is not readily derivable from the meanings of 

their morphemes (e.g., blackboard, bluebell, lazy chair). In fact, some of our transparent 

distractors were of this type (e.g., Fliegenpilz, lit. “fly mushroom”, toadstool). Thus, to 

understand the meaning of complex words, morphological parsing needs to be accompanied 

by combinatorial information specific to the morphemes involved. Although complex words 

are parsed into morphemes during language comprehension, the particular combination must 
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percolate to the semantic level. In linguistic theories, this is sometimes implemented as a kind 

of bracketing around constituent morphemes. 

Whatever the exact nature of meaning processing in comprehension is, the positive impact of 

morphologically related distractors, both in translation and picture-word interference, cannot 

be solely explained in terms of semantic facilitation. Both here and in earlier research, we 

observe identical effects from semantically transparent and opaque distractors, in situations in 

which we can be sure that distractors are semantically processed (Dohmes et al., 2004). Even 

if the individual morphemes of a complex word (e.g., blue and stocking) activate their 

meaning at a conceptual level, the concept belonging to the complete, opaque word (e.g., 

bluestocking) surely must be most highly activated. Otherwise, comprehension would go 

astray. In contrast to a transparent case such as nylon stocking, the concept of bluestocking is 

clearly not related to the concept of stocking, which is needed for picture naming. Thus, 

whereas nylon stocking would also semantically activate the concept stocking, bluestocking 

would not. Still, we find no differences between transparent and opaque distractors, where a 

conceptual locus of the facilitation would predict one. 

If not at a conceptual level, can effects be located at the “lemma” level of speech production? 

As mentioned earlier, most comprehension models do not explicitly incorporate a lemma 

level. But of course, distractor words are believed to activate their lemmas – whole 

generations of picture-word studies rely on lemmas to explain negative effects of certain types 

of semantic similarity between targets and distractors. As argued above, individual 

morphemes, which are the product of morphological parsing through comprehension, could 

activate their lemmas, the lemma needed for target production being among them. So, 

facilitation effects are possibly not only due to shared morphemes; they may also reflect 

repeated access to a common representation at the lemma level. On the basis of our results, 

we can not decide about facilitation that occurs at the lemma level. A lemma explanation can 

account for many aspects of the data. For reasons given below, we believe, however, that the 

influence of shared morphemes is more decisive. 

First, even if distractor words are parsed and the lemmas of their constituents are activated, 

we believe that the lemma of the complete compound must be activated as well. As argued 

earlier, the reason lies in the fact that the meaning of compounds can rarely be derived by 

combining the meanings of their constituents. If only constituent lemmas are active, it is hard 

to see how these relate to the concept of the complete compound in ways that are superior to 

the mapping of the two individual lemmas onto their individual concepts. This holds for both 

directions: from concept to lemma and from lemma to concept. Of course, it is vital to see an 
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implementation of such dynamics. But if a “compound” lemma of a semantically transparent 

compound is active, it holds the same type of semantic relation to the target lemma (e.g., 

Querflöte – Flöte: traverso – flute) as is the case for stimuli that produce interference in 

picture-word experiments. It is a categorical relation. La Heij et al. (2006) have shown that 

semantically related distractors induce semantic interference not only in a basic level picture 

naming task but also in word translation. Still, we did not find interference but facilitation. 

Second, given the dynamics of selection at the lemma level, we would expect some difference 

between distractors that only activate the lemma needed for picture naming, and distractors 

that activate more than one lemma, keeping morphological overlap constant. This is not what 

we observe. Inflected (plural) distractors (e.g., Blumen, flowers) do not have a separate 

lemma, and thus activate the (singular) target lemma only (the target being the picture of a 

flower). Derived words (e.g., blumig, flowery) might also activate the target lemma after 

parsing. But they crucially also need their own lemma, since they have different syntactic 

properties (e.g., word class) as the target lemma. Even if the target lemma is active after 

parsing, the derived word’s lemma surely must be more strongly activated. Since derived and 

inflected distractors had the exact same facilitatory impact on picture naming, facilitation 

cannot readily be explained as a mere consequence of multiple accesses to the same lemma 

(Zwitserlood et al., 2000). 

Third, as stated before, identical or inflected distractors activate only one lemma. But 

compounds activate (minimally!) two: The lemmas of their constituent morphemes. Although 

the first constituent specifies the second, it is often unrelated to the target lemma (e.g., 

Glasauge, with “glass” to the picture of an eye; Blumentopf, with “pot” to the picture of a 

flower). As a consequence, compared to inflected and identical cases, an additional lemma is 

in the race in the case of compound words. Although empirical evidence is lacking, 

theoretically an additional lemma should cause more problems for the selection process. 

If the “morphological” facilitation effect is located at the lemma level, picture naming should 

benefit more from inflected or identical distractors that only activate the target lemma than 

from compounds, which activate an additional lemma. However, we found clear facilitation 

from all distractor types, with no differences between identical, inflected and compounded 

distractors (Zwitserlood et al., 2000; Bölte, Zwitserlood, & Dohmes, 2004). Such data are 

more in line with the view that compounds possess only one lemma (Levelt et al., 1999). 

Currently, undisputable evidence for the locus of the “morphological” effects at either lemma 

or lexeme level is lacking. Further experiments on the contributions of shared/different 
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lemmas (as well as of shared/different concepts) and on potential interactions of sources of 

similarity are desperately needed to evaluate their impact on morphological effects. 

Together with the speech error and aphasic speech evidence and with the linking element 

argument cited above, and with evidence to the contrary lacking, we believe that the data thus 

far can best be explained in terms of shared morphemes between distractors and targets for 

production. The fact that morphological facilitation is obtained independent of semantic 

transparency and of phonological overlap argues for morphological representations that are 

separate from semantics and phonology. The morphologically complex distractor is 

decomposed into its constituent morphemes, and this holds equally for semantically 

transparent and opaque words. The morpheme shared between the distractor and the to-be 

produced target benefits from repeated access, thus facilitating the production of the translated 

word. Keeping in mind that effects emerge from “crosstalk” between comprehension (of 

distractors) and production (of the translated words), we argue that (1) morphological units 

exist in speech production and (2) morphological representations could well be shared 

between the comprehension and production. If they are not, they must at least be closely 

connected. 

Models and data 

The absence of an influence of semantic transparency on morphological facilitation 

corroborates earlier results (Dohmes et al., 2004; Roelofs & Baayen, 2002). At first glance, 

“pure” morphological effects seem to conflict with distributed connectionist approaches (e.g., 

Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000). In such views, “morphology” derives from learned relationships 

among surface forms of words, and their meaning. If form and meaning interact, priming 

effects should be greater for words that are both morphologically and semantically related 

than for those that are related on only one dimension. However, Plaut and Gonnerman argue 

that priming in the absence of semantic similarity can be obtained in morphologically rich 

languages, such as Hebrew. It is an empirical question whether German falls into this 

category. 

Our results fit well with models that assume decomposed word constituents (cf. Dell, 1986; 

Levelt et al., 1999; for production; Baayen & Schreuder, 1999; for comprehension). In 

particular, such models can readily explain pure morphological effects, in the absence of 

semantic similarity. In fact, morphemes are the units of lexical form in many such models, 

and effects of phonological overlap are often explained at the level of individual phonemes, 

not of morpheme-sized wordforms. 
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Our present set of data is also compatible with some variants of the “full-listing” approach, 

which assume that morphological relations between full forms are in some way represented 

(e.g., Butterworth, 1983; Colé, Beauvillain, & Segui, 1989). When morphologically related 

complex words are interconnected in a network of full-word nodes, morphologically related 

distractor-picture pairs (e.g., heartily – heart) should produce facilitation. However, different 

effects are expected for derived (e.g, heartily) and identical distractors (e.g., heart). Identical 

distractors should produce more facilitation because the exact same representation is 

addressed twice. As stated above, we found equal amounts of facilitation for identical and 

derived distractors with picture-word interference (Bölte et al., 2004). This result is better 

explained by morphological (de)composition and representation. 

At a more theoretical level, morphological effects independent of semantic similarity agree 

well with an autonomous level of morphology as suggested by Aronoff (1994). According to 

this theory, word production is divided into several stages. Aronoff argues that morphology is 

a separate and autonomous component, not an appendage of syntax or phonology. The main 

priority after conceptualization and lemma selection is to produce the proper wordform. At 

this level, meaning is no longer relevant. Therefore, morphological processing should not be 

influenced by semantics, which is what we found. 

Differences and similarities between picture-word interference and 

word-translation 

Most of the effects reported here, obtained with the translation task, replicated what was 

found with picture-word interference and with implicit priming. Importantly, we obtained 

morphological priming even in the absence of semantic similarity between distractors and 

targets. This was also found with picture-word interference (Dohmes at al., 2004) and implicit 

priming (Roelofs & Baayen, 2002). The fact that we did not obtain reliable phonological 

effects does not fit with what was observed earlier. Zwitserlood et al. (2000) as well as 

Dohmes et al. (2004) obtained reliable priming due to mere form overlap with the immediate 

picture-word interference paradigm. This effect disappeared when a lag between distractor 

and picture was introduced. 

Why did pure form-overlap not facilitate the production of target words in the immediate 

word-translation task? Bloem & La Heij (2003); Bloem et al. (2004) and La Heij et al. (1990) 

obtained phonological word-translation effects at various SOAs (-250, 0 or +140 ms). 

Phonological relatedness was defined as word-initial overlap between distractor and target 

(e.g., cat – cap). In the present study we used distractor-target pairs with non-initial overlap, 
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such as Insekt – Sekt. There is evidence that initial and non-initial distractors differ in the 

onset of the facilitatory effect. Meyer and Schriefers (1991) found that the onset of the effect 

in the onset-related condition was at SOA -150 ms, whereas it emerged at SOA= 0 ms in the 

end-related condition. We used an SOA of -106 ms that might not be the most favourable 

SOA for end overlap. Admittedly, the same SOA that was used in Dohmes et al. (2004). But 

reaction times were about 180 – 200 ms longer in the translation task than in the picture-word 

study, so that the same SOA potentially has a different impact. 

Yet another reason could be the different size of effects. Compared to Dohmes et al. (2004), 

who found priming effects of 100 ms and more for transparent and opaque compounds, 

effects in the word-translation task are reduced nearly by half. The phonological effect 

amounted to 70 ms in immediate picture-word interference; this was reduced to a non-

significant 12 ms in word-translation. So, the overall reduction in effect size in word-

translation, compared to picture-word interference, may have severely reduced form-overlap 

effects. Thus, word-translation and picture-word interference seem to differ in the sensitivity 

to form overlap and in the development of such effects over time. 

To summarize: our experiments show that the word-translation task yields a pattern of 

morphological priming effects which is similar to what is obtained with picture-word 

interference. First, the presence of morphologically related distractors facilitates word 

production. Second, this effect is not modified by semantic transparency. Distractors speed up 

word translation as long as the German target word and the distractor share a morpheme. We 

argue that this is indeed a morphological affect, and that it cannot be reduced to semantics, 

lemma activation, or pure form overlap. The overall similarity of results obtained with the two 

paradigms clearly shows that the word-translation task is a good method to investigate 

morphological processing and representation in speech production. Experiments on speech 

production rely on paradigms that provide good control over the speakers’ responses, which is 

what this paradigm allows. Moreover, to draw general conclusions about mechanisms 

involved in language production, it is indispensable to use stimuli from a large and varied set 

of materials. The word-translation task complies with these requirements and can thus make a 

substantial contribution to experimental speech production research. 
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Appendix A 

t-Test values for Participant and Item analyses Experiment 1. 

 analysis 

 participant item 

semantically transparent vs. control  t1(17) = 3.625, p < .001 t2(44) = 3.758, p < .001 

opaque vs. control  t1(17) = 4.157, p < .001 t2(44) = 3.820, p < .001 

semantically transparent vs. opaque t1(17) = .411, p = .686 t2(44) = .378, p = .707 

 

t-Test values for Participant and Item analyses Experiment 2. 

 analysis 

 participant item 

semantically transparent vs. control  t1(20) = 2.911, p = .009 t2(44) = 3.066, p = .004 

form- related vs. control  t1(20) = .578, p = .570 t2(44) = .618, p = .540 

semantically transparent vs. form- related t1(20) = 2.457, p = .023 t2(44) = 2.851, p = .007 
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Appendix B 

Material Experiment 1 (English translation in parentheses) 

distractor type  

semantically transparent semantically opaque control word target word 

Aasgeier 

(vulture) 

Pleitegeier Taufpate 

(godfather) 

Geier 

(vulture) 

Abendstern 

(evening star) 

Augenstern Ruderboot 

(rowing boat) 

Stern 

(star) 

Auerhahn 

(mountain cock) 

Wasserhahn 

(water tap) 

Blütenkelch 

(calyx) 

Hahn 

(cock) 

Autoschlüssel 

(car key) 

Notenschlüssel 

(clef) 

Feuerzunge 

 

Schlüssel 

(key) 

Bandnudel 

(ribbon noodles) 

Ulknudel Erzengel 

(archangel) 

Nudel 

(noodle) 

Bratapfel 

(baked apple) 

Adamsapfel 

(Adam’s apple) 

Rasierklinge 

(razor blade) 

Apfel* 

(apple) 

Brotkorb 

(bread basket) 

Brustkorb 

(chest) 

Lebertran 

(cod-liver oil) 

Korb 

(basket) 

Kordhose 

(corduroys) 

Windhose 

whirlwind 

Hufeisen 

(horseshoe) 

Hose* 

(trousers) 

Edelschimmel 

mould 

Amtsschimmel 

(red tape) 

Reispflanze Schimmel 

(mould) 

Fliegenpilz 

(fly agaric) 

Glückspilz 

(lucky devil) 

Hafendamm 

(mole) 

Pilz 

(mushroom) 

Frachtschiff 

(cargo ship) 

Kirchenschiff 

(nave) 

Modenschau 

(fashion show) 

Schiff* 

(ship) 

Glasauge 

(glass eye) 

Bullauge 

(porthole) 

Dampfwalze 

(steam roller) 

Auge 

(eye) 

Grundschule 

(primary school) 

Baumschule 

(tree nursery) 

Lichthupe 

(headlamp flasher) 

Schule 

(school) 

Haarbürste 

(hairbrush) 

Kratzbürste 

(crosspatch) 

Fahrrinne 

(fairway) 

Bürste 

(brush) 
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distractor type  

semantically transparent semantically opaque control word target word 

Haarkamm 

(hair comb) 

Wellenkamm 

(wave peak) 

Kniestrumpf 

(knee-length sock) 

Kamm* 

(comb) 

Hammerhai 

(shovelhead) 

Kredithai 

(loan shark) 

Dornenhecke 

(thorn hedge) 

Hai 

(shark) 

Handtasche 

(handbag) 

Plaudertasche 

(chatterbox) 

Sündenbock 

(scapegoat) 

Tasche* 

(bag) 

Hemdkragen 

(collar of a shirt) 

Geizkragen 

(tightwad) 

Gipfeltreffen 

(summit conference) 

Kragen 

(collar) 

Holzschraube 

(woodscrew) 

Schreckschraube 

(boot) 

Fischkonserve 

(canned fish) 

Schraube* 

(screw) 

Jagdhund 

(hound) 

Seehund 

(seal) 

Grundstück 

(realty) 

Hund 

(dog) 

Kirschbaum 

(cherry tree) 

Purzelbaum 

(somersault) 

Damenwahl 

(ladies’ choice) 

Baum 

(tree) 

Korbstuhl 

(cane chair) 

Dachstuhl 

(truss) 

Kinnbart 

(chin-beard) 

Stuhl* 

(chair) 

Küchenherd 

(kitchen stove) 

Eiterherd 

(suppurative focus) 

Tannenwald Herd 

(stove) 

Kugelblitz 

(ball lightning) 

Geistesblitz 

(brainstorm) 

Datenbank 

(databank) 

Blitz 

(flash) 

Kupferkessel 

(cauldron, cupreous) 

Talkessel 

(basin) 

Türklingel 

(doorbell) 

Kessel 

(cauldron) 

Laubfrosch 

(greenback) 

Knallfrosch 

(firecracker) 

Parkbucht 

(lay-by) 

Frosch* 

(frog) 

Maulesel 

(hinny) 

Drahtesel Kochlöffel 

(wooden spoon) 

Esel 

(donkey) 

Mittagspause 

(lunch break) 

Blaupause 

(blueprint) 

Kneifzange 

(nippers) 

Pause 

(break) 

Nadelstich 

(pinprick) 

Eierstich 

(royale) 

Tafelwein 

(table wine) 

Stich 

(stitch) 

Querflöte 

(transverse flute) 

Sektflöte 

(champagne glass) 

Strafzettel 

(ticket) 

Flöte 

(flute) 
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distractor type  

semantically transparent semantically opaque control word target word 

Regenschirm 

(umbrella) 

Bildschirm 

(screen) 

Stallknecht 

(stableman) 

Schirm* 

(umbrella) 

Rhesusaffe 

(rhesus monkey) 

Lackaffe 

(smoothy) 

Steinpilz 

(cep) 

Affe 

(monkey) 

Schinkenwurst 

(ham sausage) 

Hanswurst 

(tomfool) 

Jutesack 

(gunnysack) 

Wurst 

(sausage) 

Schneehase 

(arctic hare) 

Angsthase 

(scaredy-cat) 

Weltkarte 

(world map) 

Hase 

(hare) 

Siamkater 

(Siamese cat) 

Muskelkater 

(muscle ache) 

Nagelfeile 

(nail file) 

Kater* 

(tomcat) 

Singvogel 

(songbird) 

Galgenvogel 

(hangdog) 

Tauchermaske 

(diving mask) 

Vogel* 

(bird) 

Sonnenkönig 

(Sun King) 

Zaunkönig 

(wren) 

Kontaktlinse 

(contact lens) 

König 

(king) 

Sportangel 

 

Türangel 

(door hinge) 

Heuboden 

(hayloft) 

Angel* 

(fishing rod) 

Tabakspfeife 

(pipe) 

Backpfeife 

(a slap in the face) 

Ofenkachel 

(stove tile) 

Pfeife* 

(pipe) 

Trittleiter 

(ladder) 

Reiseleiter 

(tour guide) 

Bügelfalte 

(crease) 

Leiter 

(ladder) 

Vogelschnabel 

(beak) 

Grünschnabel 

(greenhorn) 

Brillenfassung 

(glasses frame) 

Schnabel 

(beak) 

Vorderbein 

(foreleg) 

Elfenbein 

(ivory) 

Perlhuhn 

(guinea fowl) 

Bein 

(leg) 

Wandspiegel 

(pier glas) 

Meeresspiegel 

(sea level) 

Tautropfen 

(dewdrop) 

Spiegel* 

(mirror) 

Wildente 

(wild duck) 

Zeitungsente 

(canard) 

Pappnase 

(cardboard nose) 

Ente* 

(duck) 

Zuchthengst 

(stallion, for breeding) 

Bürohengst 

(pencil pusher) 

Seidenraupe 

(silkworm) 

Hengst 

(stallion) 

Note: Some of German material loses their morphological complexity in the English translation. In addition, we 

were not able to find appropriate translations for all stimuli. Targets that were used in the study by Dohmes, 

Zwitserlood, & Bölte, 2004 are marked by an asterisk. 
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Material Experiment 2 (English translation in parentheses) 

distractor type  

semantically transparent form-related control word target word 

Aussicht 

(outlook) 

Gesicht 

(face) 

Anfall 

(attack) 

Sicht 

(view) 

Bauchtanz 

(belly dance) 

Distanz 

(distance) 

Treibnetz 

(drift net) 

Tanz 

(dance) 

Bergsee 

(mountain lake) 

Odyssee 

(odyssey) 

Ladendieb 

(shop lifter) 

See* 

(lake) 

Dauerlauf 

(endurance run) 

Auflauf 

(casserole) 

Lagerplan 

 

Lauf 

(run) 

Edelstahl 

(stainless steel) 

Diebstahl 

(theft) 

Raufaser 

(wood-chip) 

Stahl 

(steel) 

Ehegatte 

(spouse) 

Fregatte 

(frigate) 

Hainbuche Gatte 

(spouse) 

Expertenrat 

 

Heirat 

(marriage) 

Gewitter 

(thunderstorm) 

Rat 

(advice) 

Fahrplan 

(timetable) 

Kaplan 

(chaplain) 

Hartgeld 

(hard cash) 

Plan 

(schedule) 

Faltenrock 

(pleated skirt) 

Barock 

(baroque) 

Flugzeug 

(air plane) 

Rock* 

(skirt) 

Filzhut 

(fedora) 

Vorhut 

(vanguard) 

Eisfach Hut* 

(Hat) 

Fischfang 

(fishing) 

Empfang 

(reception) 

Kalkstein 

(limestone) 

Fang 

(catch) 

Glasschale Pauschale 

(lump sum) 

Stirnlocke 

(forelock) 

Schale* 

(bowl) 

Glockenschall Marschall Kuchenstück 

(piece of cake) 

Schall 

(sound) 

Grönland 

(greenland) 

Heiland 

(redeemer) 

Frackhemd 

(dress shirt) 

Land* 

(country) 

Hauswand 

(house wall) 

Gewand 

(robe) 

Briefblock 

(writing pad) 

Wand 

(wall) 
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distractor type  

semantically transparent form-related control word target word 

Heldenmut 

(prowess) 

Armut 

(poverty) 

Bierfass 

(beer barrel) 

Mut 

(courage) 

Herbstlaub 

(autumn foliage) 

Urlaub 

(vacation) 

Chefkoch 

(chef) 

Laub 

(foliage) 

Holztisch 

(wooden table) 

Fetisch 

(fetish) 

Volkslied 

(country song) 

Tisch 

(table) 

Kleidermotte 

(clothes moth) 

Klamotte 

(rag) 

Bindfaden 

(string) 

Motte* 

(moth) 

Königskrone 

(royal crown) 

Makrone 

(macaroon) 

Turnhalle 

(gymnasium) 

Krone* 

(crown) 

Krimsekt Insekt 

(insect) 

Fernrohr 

(telescope) 

Sekt* 

(sparkling wine) 

Landgraf 

(landgrave) 

Paragraf 

(paragraph) 

Lehrbuch 

(textbook) 

Graf 

(earl) 

Märchenfee Kaffee 

(coffee) 

Waschbär 

(raccoon) 

Fee* 

(fairy) 

Mauseloch 

(mouse hole) 

Moloch 

(moloch) 

Stehplatz 

(standing room) 

Loch 

(hole) 

Neukunde 

(prospect) 

Sekunde 

(second) 

Frostbeule 

(frostbite) 

Kunde 

(customer) 

Nusstorte Retorte 

(retort) 

Tarnkappe 

(magic-cap) 

Torte* 

(gateau) 

Obstmade Pomade 

(pomade) 

Stichsäge 

(jigsaw) 

Made* 

(maggot) 

Patentante 

(godmother) 

Resultante 

(resultant) 

Leibwache 

(bodyguard) 

Tante 

(aunt) 

Plattfuß 

(flat foot) 

Beifuss 

(mugwort) 

Lastkran 

 

Fuß* 

(foot) 

Reisepass 

(passport) 

Kompass 

(compass) 

Dorfteich Pass* 

(passport) 
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distractor type  

semantically transparent form-related control word target word 

Saftpresse 

(juice squeezer) 

Zypresse 

(cypress) 

Drehwurm Presse 

squeezer) 

Schnellzug 

(express train) 

Anzug 

(suit) 

Rotkohl 

(red cabbage) 

Zug* 

(train) 

Schublade 

(drawer) 

Schokolade 

(chocolate) 

Sandwüste 

(sandy dessert) 

Lade 

(drawer) 

Schulzeugnis 

(school certificate) 

Erzeugnis 

(product) 

Rostbraten 

(roast) 

Zeugnis 

(certificate) 

Senklot 

(plumb-line) 

Pilot 

(pilot) 

Rebstock 

(vine) 

Lot* 

(plumb) 

Stadttor 

(city gate) 

Reaktor 

(reactor) 

Grashalm 

(blade of grass) 

Tor* 

(gate) 

Strommast 

(power pole) 

Damast 

(damask) 

Sanduhr 

(hour glass) 

Mast* 

(pylon) 

Verbandswatte Krawatte 

(tie) 

Heimorgel Watte 

(cotton wool) 

Viehweide 

(meadow) 

Eingeweide 

(bowels) 

Poststempel 

(post mark) 

Weide 

(meadow) 

Wagenrad 

(cart wheel) 

Kamerad 

(fellow) 

Rehkitz 

(fawn) 

Rad 

(wheel) 

Wertsache 

(article of value) 

Ursache 

(cause) 

Kopfkissen 

(pillow) 

Sache 

(thing) 

Zeittakt 

(clock pulse) 

Kontakt 

(contact) 

Kurort 

(health resort) 

Takt 

(beat) 

Zopfband 

(bow ribbon) 

Proband 

(subject) 

Maulwurf 

(mole) 

Band* 

(ribbon) 

Zwischenruf 

(interjection) 

Beruf 

(profession) 

Druckknopf 

(push button) 

Ruf 

(call) 

Some of German material loses their morphological complexity in the English translation. In addition, we were 

not able to find appropriate translations for all stimuli. Targets that were used in the study by Dohmes, 

Zwitserlood, & Bölte, 2004 are marked by an asterisk. 
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Morphological representations of derived German verbs 

Heidi Gumnior, Pienie Zwitserlood, and Jens Bölte 

Introduction 

An English speaking person will hardly ever hear or speak the complex word 

antidisestablishmentarianism. Nonetheless, this word can be understood easily because it can 

be analysed into smaller units, so-called morphemes. A morpheme can be defined as the 

smallest linguistic unit with a grammatical function (Aronoff & Fudeman, 2005). How words 

consisting of more than one morpheme are processed and represented is the topic of hot 

debate (e.g., Bentin & Feldman, 1990; Butterworth, 1983; Feldman & Soltano, 1999; 

Feldman, Soltano, Pastizzo, & Francis, 2004; Frost, Forster, & Deutsch, 1997; Taft, 2004; 

Zwitserlood, 1994a). Some suggest that morphologically complex words are represented as 

undivided entities, while others suggest that complex words are composed during production 

and decomposed during comprehension. In particular, studies on the comprehension side have 

taught us a lot about the representation of morphologically complex words. However, only 

few production studies concentrate on morphology. 

In our research, we considered the representational structure of morphologically complex 

words within a unitary framework of language use, that is, in speaking and comprehension. 

We assessed whether lexical access involves morphological composition during word 

production and morphological decomposition during comprehension. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first study that explicitly compared morphological processing in both 

language modes. We used an overlapping set of materials in a production and a 

comprehension task to gain an overall understanding of the role of morphology during lexical 

processing. In this study, we restricted our materials to verbs, a word class that has barely 

been investigated in production experiments. 

Our goals are 1) to investigate whether multimorphemic words are represented and accessed 

in terms of their constituent morphemes, 2) to test whether the representational structure of a 

complex word is independent of its semantic transparency and 3) to explore whether 

comprehension and production processes operate on the same form representations. 

In what follows, we summarise relevant findings from production and comprehension studies 

and their embedding in models of speaking and comprehension. In this context, we consider 

the impact of semantic relatedness on morphological effects. We then focus on derived 
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German verbs and what makes them suitable to investigate morphological processing. Lastly, 

we present our hypotheses for both the production and the comprehension task. 

Morphology in Production 

Although experimental studies on morphology in speaking are rare, there are some which are 

relevant to the present study. Roelofs (1996, 1998) employed implicit priming to investigate 

morphological planning. In this paradigm, speakers first learn a set of associated prompt-

response pairs, such as keyboard – input, knowledge – insight, air – inflow. During a 

subsequent test phase, the first word of a learned pair is presented and participants are 

requested to produce the second one. Response words occur in two sets: In a homogeneous 

condition, response words share certain properties. In contrast, response words are unrelated 

in the heterogeneous condition and these production latencies serve as the baseline. 

Production latencies in homogeneous sets are smaller than in heterogeneous sets. Meyer 

(1990, 1991) observed this preparation effect for monomorphemic words with word-initial 

form overlap (e.g., weaver, weasel, wheedle). Roelofs (1996) found that the size of the 

preparation effect was larger when the first overlapping syllable constituted a morpheme (e.g., 

input) than when it did not (e.g., Indian). He concluded that morphemes are the planning units 

in the production of complex words. 

In most languages, morphology, semantics and phonology are closely related to one another. 

Morphological relatives tend to share not only a root1 morpheme, but also meaning and form, 

for example, flower – flowery. To provide evidence of an independent level of morphological 

representation, it is essential to determine the extent to which morphological effects require 

semantic and phonological similarity (e.g., Feldman, 2000). 

Semantically intransparent words provide a suitable opportunity to separate effects of 

morphological structure from the effects of semantic relatedness. For instance, the compound 

butterfly is neither a fly nor is associated with butter. It has a meaning that is not related to its 

constituents2. Roelofs and Baayen (2002) found that semantically transparent (e.g., input) and 

                                                 
1 A root is the morphologically simple base morpheme to which other morphological pieces attach. 
2 Notice, several explanations relate butterfly to butter. One suggests that the a butterfly’s excrements resemble 

butter. Another proposes that this word comes from the notion that butterflies (or witches disguised as 

butterflies) stole milk and butter (for other explanations see http://www.insects.org/ced4/etymology.html). This 

short excurse shows that words that one might consider semantically intransparent have once been semantically 

transparent. Therefore, one has to determine how participants judge these words with respect to their semantic 

transparency. 
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opaque nouns (e.g., invoice) produced almost identical preparation effects in the implicit 

priming paradigm. The finding that semantic transparency is not essential for morphological 

preparation, indicates that the effect originates at a form level of lexical representation where 

semantic is irrelevant. 

The results of picture-word interference experiments also strongly support the existence of 

morphological composition during speaking. Dohmes, Zwitserlood, and Bölte (2004) used 

morphologically complex distractor words that varied in their semantic relationship to the 

target picture. Target pictures were presented in the context of semantically transparent (e.g., 

Buschrose, bush rose) and semantically opaque compounds (e.g., Gürtelrose, shingles). 

Irrespective of their semantic transparency, morphologically complex distractors facilitated 

the subsequent production of one of their constituents, the picture name (e.g., Rose, rose). In 

addition, monomorphemic words (e.g., Neurose, neurosis) that completely contained the 

picture name were presented to evaluate the contribution of form overlap. These purely form-

related distractors facilitated picture naming, but to a significantly lesser degree than 

distractors that shared a morpheme. In a delayed variant of this paradigm, at least seven 

intervening trials separated the distractor from the corresponding target picture. As before, a 

robust morphological priming effect was observed, and again, there was no effect of semantic 

transparency. Phonological effects turned out to be short lived, since pure form-overlap did 

not facilitate picture naming in the delayed variant. The authors argue that morphologically 

complex words are decomposed into their constituents. The morpheme shared between the 

distractor and the to-be uttered target benefits from repeated access, thus, facilitates the 

production of the picture name. 

Although morphology in speaking is an under-researched area, the results support, by and 

large, the role assigned to morphology in theories of language production (e.g., Dell, 1986; 

Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999). Taking the Levelt model as an example, for most complex 

words, the word’s concept node activates a unitary lemma node. The lemma node in turn 

activates multiple, morpheme-sized nodes at the form level. This holds equally for 

semantically transparent and intransparent words. Thus, morphologically complex words are 

represented in a decomposed way at the wordform level (lexeme level). 

Morphology in comprehension 

Whereas the data from the existing production experiments consistently indicate that complex 

words are composed during speaking irrespective of their semantic transparency, 

comprehension studies do provide more ambiguous findings. Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, Waksler 
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and Older (1994) used derivationally suffixed and prefixed spoken English words as primes 

and targets in cross-modal priming experiments. They observed effects of morphological 

structure for semantically transparent primes (e.g., government – govern) but not for 

semantically opaque primes (e.g., apartment – apart). Pure phonological overlap (e.g., planet 

– plan) did not generate any priming effects. These findings have been interpreted as evidence 

that semantic transparency is an important factor in the organisation of the English lexicon. 

Opaque words seem to be stored as wholes, whereas transparent words are more likely to be 

morphologically structured. Longtin, Segui, and Hallé (2003) examined semantic 

transparency in French and found that in French as well as in English, only semantically 

transparent primes produced facilitation in auditory-visual cross-modal priming. 

Contrary to Marslen-Wilson et al. (1994) and Longtin et al. (2003), Zwitserlood (1994a) has 

shown that morphemic overlap without semantic relationship is sufficient to produce visual 

priming effects in Dutch. Semantically transparent (kerkorgel, church organ) as well as 

intransparent compounds (drankorgel, drunkard) primed their morphological constituents. 

Nevertheless, morphologically related primes that were also semantically related revealed a 

somewhat larger effect than morphologically related primes without any semantic 

relationship. Libben, Gibson, Yoon, and Sandra (2003) investigated English compounds, 

which served as targets, and compound constituents were presented as primes in a lexical-

decision task. They compared compounds that were fully transparent (e.g., carwash), partially 

opaque (e.g., Sunday) or fully opaque (e.g., hogwash). Previous presentation of a constituent 

facilitated lexical decisions to all types of compounds, independent of their degree of 

semantic transparency. The results by Zwitserlood and Libben et al. support the view that 

morphological overlap per se causes facilitation. Their results suggest that English as well as 

Dutch compounds are represented in a decomposed way at the form level, regardless of 

semantic transparency. 

There is also evidence that representations of complex German verbs are morphologically 

structured. Schirmeier, Derwing, and Libben (2004) investigated German prefixed verbs. In 

German, the prefix ver- creates verbs from adjective, noun and verb roots (e.g., verarmen, to 

impoverish). Schirmeier et al. presented ver-prefixed verbs as targets in a visual-visual 

lexical-decision task and used the corresponding roots as primes. Roots primed their 

corresponding complex verbs, but priming was reduced for derived verbs with verb roots 

compared to derived verbs with adjective and noun roots. According to the authors, many ver-

prefixed verbs with verb roots are semantically opaque, for example, äußern – to express and 

veräußern – to sell. They argue that this lack of semantic transparency results in reduced 
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priming for complex targets3. Their results are in accordance with those reported for Dutch 

and English compounds (Libben, et al., 2003; Zwitserlood, 1994a). Morphological priming is 

obtained for prime-target pairs without semantic relatedness, even though semantic 

transparency can modulate the morphological priming effect. 

Taken together, data from comprehension studies dealing with effects of semantic 

transparency do not provide consistent results (see Feldman, 2000, for an overview). Plaut 

and Gonnerman (2000) argue that effects depend on the morphological structure of a specific 

language and the extent to which the particular language relies on morphology in word 

formation. Whereas morphological priming without semantic relationship may fail in 

languages that make relatively little use of morphology, such as English (Feldman & Soltano, 

1999; Marslen-Wilson, et al., 1994), it can be observed in morphologically rich languages, 

such as Hebrew, German or Dutch (Bentin & Feldman, 1990; Deutsch, Frost, & Forster, 

1998; Frost et al., 1997; Schirmeier et al., 2004; Zwitserlood, 1994a). 

The ambiguity of results in comprehension is reflected in a variety of models in language 

comprehension, with different suggestions as to how morphologically complex words are 

represented. There are models with mandatory decomposition (Andrews, Miller, & Rayner, 

2004; Taft 2004; Taft & Forster, 1975, 1976) while others suggest a listing of all 

morphological variants of a word (Butterworth, 1983; Manelis & Tharp, 1977). So-called 

dual-route models postulate that both decomposition and whole-word processing routes are 

available (Baayen, Dijkstra & Schreuder, 1997; Caramazza, Laudanna, & Romani, 1988; 

Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995). For example, in the Morphological 

Race Model (MRM) proposed by Baayen and colleagues, decomposition and whole-word 

access operate in parallel and race. Finally, only certain types of words are accessed via 

decomposition because this requires an extra step of processing under dual-route approaches. 

Some accounts even abandon the notion of abstract morphemes or an explicit level of 

morphological representation assuming that morphology simply reflects a learned mapping 

between form and meaning (Gonnerman, Seidenberg, & Andersen, 2007; Plaut & 

Gonnerman, 2000; Plunkett & Nakisa, 1997). 

                                                 
3 Note that ver-affixation to a verb does not necessarily create semantic opacity between the root and the full ver-

verb. The result may even be a complex verb that hardly differs from the meaning of its root verb, e.g., 

vertauschen – tauschen (both meaning “to change”) or versinken – sinken (both meaning “to sink”). An 

inspection of the materials used by Schirmeier et al. revealed that at least 50% of the complex verb-root items 

can be classified as semantically related to their verb root morpheme. Thus, the argument that reduced priming 

effects for verb-root items are due to a lack of semantic relatedness is hardly conclusive. 
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To summarize, facilitatory effects between morphological relatives are reliably obtained in 

production and comprehension tasks. However, comprehension and production studies reach 

different conclusions about the role played by semantic transparency for the processing and 

representation of morphologically complex words. Whereas most researchers in 

comprehension regard semantic transparency as a relevant factor in determining whether a 

complex word is comprehended and represented in terms of its constituents, researchers in 

production do not attach any importance to semantic transparency as far as wordform 

representations are concerned. 

Diametrical effects in production and comprehension 

In our study, we explicitly compared effects of morphological overlap with those due to 

semantic relatedness and phonological similarity in a production and a comprehension task. 

Whereas morphological effects are always facilitatory, phonological similarity and semantic 

relatedness produce opposite effects in production and comprehension. Phonological overlap 

will decrease naming latencies (e.g., Lupker, 1982), but increase reaction times in a lexical-

decision task (e.g., Marslen-Wilson, 1990). Picture naming is usually hampered in the context 

of a semantically (categorically) related distractor (e.g., LaHeij, 1988), whereas word 

recognition is facilitated in the context of a semantically related prime (e.g., Swinney, Onifer, 

Prather, & Hirshkowitz, 1979). To simplify matters, hereafter, we will refer to both, primes in 

a lexical-decision task and distractors in a picture-word interference task as context words. 

Zwitserlood (1994b) already pointed out that opposite effects in production and 

comprehension reflect different processing mechanisms in the two modes of language use. In 

comprehension, a listener has to distinguish the intended word from similar-sounding words. 

Hence, word recognition involves selection at the form level. Recognition of the context word 

in a lexical-decision task eventually leads to the suppression of the phonologically similar 

target word and thus, the (re-)activation of the target word will be delayed (e.g., Marslen-

Wilson, 1990). Conversely, phonologically related context words offer a clear advantage to 

the production system. Form-related context words will already activate (some of) the 

segments of the target word and thus, picture naming will be accelerated (e.g., Meyer and 

Schriefers, 1991). The same reasoning applies to different effects of semantic relatedness in 

production and comprehension. In production, the speaker has to choose the appropriate word 

to express a specific concept. Hence, potential competitors are semantically related. In most 

models, it is assumed, that semantically related lexical nodes are co-activated and compete for 

selection (Levelt et al., 1999; Starreveld & La Heij, 1996). In comprehension, word 
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recognition does not imply suppression of semantically related words. In contrast, once the 

context word has been recognised, lexical activation spreads from the context word to the 

semantically related target word (e.g., Collins & Loftus, 1975) and thus speeds up the 

recognition of the target (e.g., Bölte & Coenen, 2002; Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989; 

Neely, 1991; Swinney et al., 1979). Given these results, we expect a different impact of 

semantically-related and wordform-related context words in production and comprehension. 

The critical issue is whether this also holds for morphologically-related context words. 

Derived Verbs 

Whereas comprehension studies made use of nouns, verbs and adjectives to investigate 

morphological processing, production experiments almost exclusively rely on the production 

of nouns (for exceptions see Roelofs, 1993, Vigliocco, Vinson & Siri, 2005). More 

importantly, the few production studies using verbs did not address questions concerning the 

morphological structure of complex verbs (for an exception, see Roelofs, 1998). To acquire a 

better understanding about how morphologically complex verbs are accessed during speaking 

and comprehension we decided to focus on derived German verbs. Similar to compounds, the 

meaning of a derived verb is not always a simple function of the meaning of its constituents. 

Whereas the meaning of a transparent verb such as herbringen (to bring) is related to the 

meaning of its root morpheme (bringen – to bring), the meaning of an opaque verb, such as 

umbringen (to kill) cannot be computed on the basis of its constituents. It is also not the case 

that the derivational affix indicates whether the complex verb is semantically transparent. The 

particle um- also appears in semantically transparent derived verbs, such as umfallen, to fall, 

to topple down. 

The German language distinguishes between derived verbs with inseparable prefixes and 

derived verbs with separable particles that may function elsewhere as prepositions or adverbs. 

In its infinitival form, a German particle verb such as herunterfallen (literally “down fall”) is 

orthographically and phonologically one word whereas in English fall down consists of two 

separate words. In inflected particle verbs, the constituents may be separated in sentences, as 

in the sentence “Er fiel die Treppe herunter.” (He fell off the stairs.). Unlike particles, 

prefixes, such as ver-, be- or ent- are bound morphemes that are always attached to their root 
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verb4, for example, “Der Verkäufer hat die Fracht bezahlt.” (The seller has paid the freight.). 

To determine whether lexical representations of particle and prefix verbs differ as a result of 

separability we investigated prefix as well as particle verbs. 

Paradigms and predictions for production and comprehension 

To study morphology in production we employ the picture-word interference paradigm which 

has proven a useful method to investigate morphological processing and representation 

(Zwitserlood, Bölte, & Dohmes, 2000, 2002). Pictures that have to be named using simple 

verbs (e.g., fallen – to fall) are combined with different types of written (derived) context 

verbs (conditions are illustrated in Table 1). 

                                                 
4 The root of a prefixed verb is not necessarily a free morpheme. For example, in the case of ver-prefixed verbs 

such as verlieren (to loose) the root lieren is not a word. We did not include any complex word with a non-word 

root in our study. 
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Table 1. Examples of the experimental materials. 

Verb Context Word Example 

  distractor target 

15 

derived prefix verbs 

1 morph+sem+ verzählen  

(to miscount) 

 2 morph+sem- erzählen  

(to tell) 

 3 morph–sem+ rechnen  

(to calculate) 

 4 morph–phon+ zähmen  

(to tame) 

 5 unrelated control kranken  

(to sicken) 

zählen (to count) 

45 

derived particel verbs 

1 morph+ em+ umfallen  

(to fall down) 

 2 morph+sem- auffallen  

(to attract attention) 

 3 morph–sem+ stolpern  

(to stumble) 

 4 morph–phon+ falten  

(to fold) 

 5 unrelated control zieren  

(to adorn) 

fallen (to fall) 

morph+ = morphologically related 

morph-  = morphologically unrelated 

sem+  = semantically related 

sem-  = semantically unrelated 

phon+  = phonologically related 

In Condition 1 and 2, the context words were morphologically related to the target verb. We 

expect facilitation as a consequence of morphological relatedness, relative to the unrelated 

control condition. In Condition 1, the context word (e.g., umfallen – to fall down) was 

semantically related to the target while this was not the case in Condition 2 (e.g., auffallen – 
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to attract attention). A comparison of Condition 1 and Condition 2 allows checking whether 

semantic relatedness is indispensable to obtain morphological effects. Given the results by 

Roelofs and Baayen (2002) and by Dohmes et al. (2004), we expect facilitation due to 

morphological relatedness for semantically transparent context words (Condition 1) as well as 

for semantically opaque context words (Condition 2). Two non-morphological conditions 

were also included. In Condition 3, context verbs were are semantically related to the target, 

but without morphological overlap (e.g., stolpern – to stumble ). Context words that are 

semantically (categorically) related to the target picture have produced interference in 

production studies with nouns (e.g., Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990). If nouns and verbs 

are processed and represented in comparable manners, Condition 3 should yield interference 

(cf. Vigliocco et al., 2005). In Condition 4, we made use of a phonologically related context 

verb (e.g., falten – to fold), to estimate the impact of pure form overlap which is usually 

facilitatory in picture naming (e.g., Lupker, 1982). Picture naming latencies obtained with an 

unrelated baseline condition are used to measure direction and size of the effect. 

To study morphology in comprehension we employed a cross-modal priming task. 

Participants made a lexical-decision response to a target word that is presented visually at the 

offset of a spoken context word. We chose cross-modal priming because it is assumed to 

reveal effects of semantic and morphological relatedness at a lexical level without being 

sensitive to surface properties (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2001; Grainger, Colé, & Segui, 

1991; Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994.) The conditions are identical to those in our production 

experiment. Again, response latencies relative to an unrelated baseline condition are used to 

measure any priming. For the morphological Conditions (1 and 2) we expect the following: 

Condition 1 with morphological and semantic relationship between context word and target 

should yield facilitation. This could be due to morphological overlap and/or semantic 

relatedness. Condition 2 allows to disentangle these two factors. If lexical representations for 

complex words are morphologically structured irrespective of semantic transparency, 

semantically transparent as well as intransparent context words should reduce lexical-decision 

latencies (Condition 1 and 2). If, however, there are decomposed representations only for 

semantically transparent words, morphological overlap alone will not be sufficient to reduce 

decision latencies (cf. Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994). Thus, morphologically related context 

words without a semantic relationship should not yield any priming effects. In this case, a 

comparison of the effects in Condition 1 (morphologically and semantically related) and 

Condition 3 (semantically related) enables us to assess the impact of semantic relatedness on 

morphological effects. Classically, semantically related pairs (such as nurse – doctor) produce 
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facilitation in a lexical-decision task (e.g., Meyer & Schvanefeldt, 1971; see Neely, 1991 for a 

review). Thus, we expect reduced decision latencies for semantically related context words 

(Condition 3). In Condition 4, with word-initial phonological overlap between context word 

and target, we expect inhibition due to the suppression of competitors at the form level when 

the context word is recognized (Marslen-Wilson, 1990). 

Experiment 1: Picture-Word Paradigm 

Method 

Participants 

The experiment was conducted with 15 native speakers of German from the University of 

Münster. They were paid € 6 for their participation. 

Materials and procedure 

Sixty colour photos depicting an action that could be described with a simple verb served as 

targets. Photos were taken from the Hemera Photo-Objects Vol I, II, & III collection, or from 

the internet. For each target, we constructed the five types of context words, as illustrated in 

Table 1. See Appendix A, Table A1 for the whole set of materials. 

In the morphologically related conditions (1 and 2) we used two different Verb Types as a 

between materials factor. Fifteen photos were accompanied by derived prefix verbs and 45 

photos by derived particle verbs. Each photo was combined with five different Context 

Words: (1) a morphologically related verb that was semantically transparent, (2) a 

morphologically related verb that was semantically opaque, (3) a morphologically unrelated 

verb that was semantically related, (4) a morphologically unrelated verb that was 

phonologically related, and (5) a completely unrelated verb to evaluate size and direction of 

any priming effect. Hence, the factor Verb Type was varied between items, whereas Context 

Word was a within-item factor. 

Context words were matched for word frequency and word length. In addition, context words 

were presented together with their target photos to 19 participants who rated the semantic 

relatedness of each pair on a five-point scale (1 - strongly related, 5 - not related at all). See 

Appendix A, Table A2 for mean frequencies, word lengths and semantic relatedness scores as 

a function of Context Word. 
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The 60 targets were distributed across five lists using a Latin-square design, such that each 

target appeared only once per list and with a different context word on each list. On each list, 

48 of the 60 context words had related targets (24 morphologically related, 12 semantically 

related, and 12 phonologically related). To decrease the relatedness proportion, 84 filler trials 

were added with context words which were in all aspects unrelated to their target. Five 

practice trials preceded each list. There were two different trial sequences of each list. 

Participants saw all lists, in one of 10 orders. 

Prior to the experiment, participants were trained to name the actions depicted on the photos 

with the intended verbs. Each picture appeared on the computer screen with the correct verb 

presented above the picture. Both remained in view for 1500 ms. Participants were asked to 

learn the appropriate verb for each photo and to use it in the experiment. 

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room, sitting in front of a computer screen 

(CTX 1785 XE). They were instructed to name the actions using the infinitival form of the 

corresponding verb as quickly and accurately as possible. Latencies were measured with the 

aid of a voice-key (Sennheiser HME 25-1). All words and photos appeared against a white 

background. The structure of each trial was as follows. First, participants saw a warning 

signal (+) for 250 ms. Next, the screen was cleared for 300 ms, followed by the display of the 

context word for 800 ms. Warning signal and context word were placed 250 pixels above the 

centre of the screen. The target picture was presented 100 ms after the onset of the context 

word, for 800 ms. Target pictures were sized to fit into a square of 400 x 400 pixels and were 

presented at the centre of the screen. The picture always appeared below the word to ensure 

that the context word was clearly visible during picture presentation. Reaction time was 

measured from picture onset and time-out was set to 2500 ms. The experiment lasted about 90 

minutes, including a short break after each list. Stimulus presentation, timing and data 

collection were performed using NESU experiment control software (Baumann, Nagengast & 

Wittenburg, 1992). 

Results 

Erroneous answers, disfluencies, triggering of the voice-key by non-speech sounds and 

latencies less than 200 ms or greater than 2500 ms were discarded from the analyses. The 

overall error rate was 7.2%. Mean latencies were submitted to separate ANOVAs with 

participants (F1) and items (F2) as random variables. We report minF’ statistics for this and 

the subsequent analyses. F1 and F2 are reported when the minF’ value does not reach 

significance. For direct means comparisons, we provide 95% confidence intervals (CIs) 
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around differences between means, computed on subject means. To test whether Presentation 

Order (first, second, third, fourth and fifth occurrence of the same target) had any effects, we 

first analysed the results with Context Word (morphologically related and semantically 

transparent, morphologically related and semantically opaque, semantically related, 

phonologically related, unrelated) and Presentation Order as factors. The effect Presentation 

Order was significant (minF’(4,119) = 7.36, p < .001). Participants named pictures faster 

towards the end of the experiment, as indicated by a significant linear trend (minF’(1,26) = 

14.36, p = .001). However, Presentation Order did not interact with Context Word 

(F1(16,224) < 1; F2(16,864) < 1). We also tested whether Verb Type (particle verb, prefixed 

verb) interacted with Context Word. We obtained a significant main effect for Verb Type in 

the analysis by subjects (F1(1,14) = 12.301, p = .003) but not in the analysis by items 

F2(1,58) < 1). The interaction of Verb Type and Context Word was not significant (F1(4,56) 

= 1.469, p = .224; F2(4,232) < 1). Table B1 in Appendix B lists reaction times and error 

percentages as a function of Context Word and Verb Type. Because neither Presentation 

Order nor Verb Type interacted with Context Word, we collapsed across these variables. 

Table 2 lists the mean reaction times and error percentages as a function of Context Word. 

Table 2. Experiment 1: Mean RTs in ms, standard deviations (in parentheses) as a function of 

Context Word. 

Context Word RT 

(SD) 

% Error 

morph+sem+ 869.3 

(129.1) 

6.3 

morph+sem- 863.6 

(144.1) 

8.7 

morph-sem+ 959.5 

(133.9) 

9.5 

morph-sem- 933.3 

(149.6) 

7.8 

Control 959.2 

(139.8) 

9.4 

 

The main effect of Context Word was significant (minF’(4,111) = 8.29, p < .001). Planned 

comparisons computed on subjects means (see Appendix B, Table B2) revealed that, 

compared to unrelated context words (959 ms), pictures were named significantly faster when 
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a morphologically and semantically related (869 ms) or a morphologically related and 

semantically opaque verb (864 ms) was presented. The difference between the 

morphologically related context words (6 ms) was not significant. Thus, morphologically 

related context words facilitated naming regardless of their semantic transparency. 

Semantically related context words without any morphological relation (960 ms) did not 

affect naming latencies. Contrary to expectations, they did not slow down picture naming, 

relative to the unrelated condition. As expected, phonologically related context words 

facilitated picture naming (933 ms) relative to the unrelated baseline. 

Discussion 

In the following paragraphs, we will briefly discuss the effects of morphological, semantic, 

and phonological relationship seriatim. 

We obtained significant facilitation in the context of verbs that were morphologically related 

to the target name. Compared to the unrelated baseline the verbal infinitive form was 

produced faster when it was preceded by either a transparent (90 ms) or an opaque complex 

verb (95 ms). Morphologically related context words significantly speeded target naming, 

irrespective of their semantic transparency. This is the most relevant result of our first 

experiment. It clearly corroborates earlier results with picture-word interference and implicit 

priming (Dohmes et al., 2004; Roelofs & Baayen, 2002). In production, semantic 

transparency is thus in no way mandatory to obtain morphological effects, and morphological 

composition is not restricted to semantically transparent words. A more elaborate discussion 

of morphological effects and their relevance for the representation of complex words will be 

given in the general discussion section. 

In order to evaluate the contribution made by semantic relatedness on morphological effects 

we 1) compared effects of morphologically related context verbs that were semantically 

related to the target (transparent complex verbs, Condition 1) with context verbs that were 

semantically unrelated to the target (opaque complex verbs, Condition 2) and 2) assessed 

semantic effects in general by including verb pairs that were similar in meaning (Condition 

3). As mentioned in the previous paragraph, there were no effects of semantic transparency 

for morphologically related context words. In addition, we did not observe an effect of 

semantically related context verb (e.g., to stumble) on action naming (e.g., to fall). Whereas 

semantic relatedness defined in terms of category membership typically leads to semantic 

interference in object naming (Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984; Glaser & Glaser, 1989; LaHeij, 

1988; Lupker, 1979; Schriefers et al., 1990), data on semantic effects in action naming reveal 
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inconsistent results (Schnur, Costa, & Caramazza, 2002; Roelofs, 1993; Tabossi & Collina, 

2002; Vigliocco et al., 2005). Roelofs as well as Vigliocco et al. found effects of semantic 

interference. Schnur et al. found hat intransitive verbs were more consistent in showing the 

semantic interference effect than transitive verbs. Consistent with our results, Tabossi and 

Collina, did not obtain any semantic effects. 

To estimate to what extent phonological similarity has a part in morphological effects, we 

included form-related verb pairs. Form overlap between context word and target reduced 

naming latencies. This phonological facilitation replicates a well-established effect (Damian 

& Martin, 1999, Lupker, 1982; Meyer & Schriefers, 1991; Schriefers et al., 1990; Starreveld 

& la Heij, 1995). However, the facilitatory effect due to morphological overlap was almost 

four times larger than the effect due to mere form overlap. The difference between 

morphologically and phonologically related context words replicates the findings of Dohmes 

et al. (2004) who showed that even 100 percent form overlap (e.g., vestige – vest) results in 

substantially less facilitation than morphological overlap. It has been interpreted as evidence, 

that there is a structural difference between morphological and phonological similarity. 

Experiment 2: Primed Lexical Decision 

Method 

Participants. 

The experiment was conducted with 60 native speakers of German from the University of 

Münster. They received course credit for their participation. 

Materials and Procedure 

Ninety simple verbs were used as targets, each combined with five different context words. 

Sixty targets have already been used in Experiment 1 (see Appendix A). We were able to 

extend our set of materials in the comprehension experiment because targets were not 

restricted to verbs which can be pictured. Auditory context words were spoken by a female 

native speaker of German, digitized at a sampling rate of 22.5 kHz and further processed with 

sound editing software (Cool Edit Software, Syntrillium Software Corporation, Phoenix, 

USA). 
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In the morphologically related conditions (1 and 2), 34 target verbs were combined with 

derived prefix verbs and 56 target verbs with derived particle verbs. Each target was presented 

in the same five conditions as in Experiment 1. 

Context words were matched for word frequency and word length. In addition, context words 

were presented together with their target words to 22 participants who rated the semantic 

relatedness of each pair on a five-point scale (1 - strongly related, 5 - not related at all). See 

Appendix A, Table A2 for mean frequencies, word lengths and semantic relatedness scores as 

a function of Context Word. 

The 90 targets were distributed across 5 lists, using a Latin-square design. Each target 

appeared only once per list, with a different context word on each list. Of the 90 context 

words on each list, 72 context words had related targets (36 morphologically related, 18 

semantically related, and 18 phonologically related). To decrease the relatedness proportion to 

33%, 126 filler context words (63 simple verbs, 38 particle verbs and 25 prefixed verbs) were 

added which were in all aspects unrelated to target. These 216 context words were followed 

by real-word targets. Therefore, another 216 pseudoword targets were constructed in similar 

conditions as for the real-word targets. Ninety pseudoword targets were preceded by related 

context words, e.g., abfragen (to inquire) – FRASEN), 126 by unrelated context words. A 

pseudo-randomised succession of trials of each list was constructed, ensuring that no more 

than three word targets and no more than three pseudowords targets occurred in succession. 

Twenty practice trials with similar materials were presented at the beginning of the 

experiment. There were two different sequences of trials of each list. 

Each participant was tested on one of the five experimental lists, so that each participant saw 

each target only once. Participants were tested in groups of up to three and were informed by 

a written instruction that they had to perform a lexical-decision task as quickly and as 

accurately as possible on the visually presented targets. 

Each trial began with the display of an asterisk (*) in the middle of the screen (CTX 1785 

XE), which was visible for 250 ms. After 250 ms, the complex verb was presented via 

headphones (Sennheiser HME 25-1). Concurrent with the acoustic offset of the context word, 

the visual target was presented for 200ms. Reaction Time (RT) was measured for 1500 ms 

from target onset. The next trial began 1750 ms later. The experiment lasted about 30 

minutes, including a short break halfway. Stimulus presentation, timing and data collection 

were performed using NESU experiment control software (Baumann, et al., 1992). 
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Results 

The overall error rate was 5.4 %. Only reaction times for correct “yes” responses shorter than 

1500 ms were retained for analyses. Mean latencies were submitted to separate ANOVAs 

with participants (F1) and items (F2) as random variables. We analysed the results with 

Context Word (morphologically related and semantically transparent, morphologically related 

and semantically opaque, semantically related, phonologically related, unrelated) and Verb 

Type (particle verb and prefixed verb) as factors. The ANOVA yielded a significant main 

effect of Verb Type for subjects (F1(1,59) = 21.389, p < .001), which failed significance for 

items F2(1,88) = 3.367, p = .07). Verbs presented in the context of particle verbs (586 ms) led 

to shorter decision latencies than verbs preceded by prefixed verbs (599 ms). Verb Type did 

not interact with Context Word (F1(4,236) = 1.026, p = .394; F2(4,352) < 1). Table B3 in 

Appendix B lists reaction times and error percentages as a function of Context Word and 

Verb Type. 

Because Context Word did not interact with Verb Type the final analyses are collapsed across 

Verb Type. Table 3 lists the mean reaction times and error percentages as a function of 

Context Word. 

Table 3. Experiment 2: Mean RTs in ms, standard deviations (in parentheses) as a function of 

Context Word. 

Context Word RT (SD) % Error 

morph+sem+ 560.0 

(85.6) 

2.1 

morph+sem- 569.2 

(79.9) 

1.3 

morph-sem+ 589.5 

(86.6) 

2.9 

morph-phon+ 639.0 

(91.8) 

.7 

Control 595.2 

(75.7) 

2.8 

 

The main effect of Context Word was significant, minF’(4,577) = 28.75, p < .001. Planned 

comparisons computed on subjects means (see Appendix B, Table B4) revealed that 

compared to unrelated context words (595 ms), decision latencies were significantly shorter 
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when a morphologically and semantically related (560 ms) or a morphologically related and 

semantically opaque context verb (569 ms) was presented. The difference between the 

morphologically related context words (9 ms) was significant. Semantically related context 

words without any morphological relation (590 ms) did not produce a significant effect. 

Phonologically related context words significantly slowed down decision latencies (639 ms). 

Discussion 

Effects of morphological, semantic and phonological relatedness are discussed separately in 

the following paragraphs. 

As in our production experiment, we obtained robust morphological facilitation in 

comprehension, regardless of whether context words were semantically transparent or 

intransparent. Different from Experiment 1, we found a small advantage for semantically 

transparent context words. However, morphological overlap without semantic relationship, 

was sufficient to produce priming. Our results differ from those reported by Longtin et al. 

(2003) and Marslen-Wilson et al. (1994), who found no facilitatory effects for 

morphologically related context words that were semantically intransparent. Both argue that 

semantically transparent complex words are processed via their constituents, whereas 

semantically intransparent complex words are accessed as a whole. However, our results are 

consistent with those reported by Schreuder, Burani, and Baayen (2003), who obtained an 

effect of constituent frequency for transparent as well as for intransparent complex words. 

Our results are also compatible with those reported by Schirmeier et al. (2004), for prefixed 

German verbs, and by Zwitserlood (1994a) and Libben et al. (2003) for semantically 

transparent and intransparent compounds. The implications of morphological priming effects 

without semantic relatedness will be addressed in more detail in the general discussion 

section. 

Contrary to expectations, we did not observe an effect of semantic relatedness. Previous 

studies that obtained facilitatory effects for semantically related pairs in cross-modal priming 

mainly made use of nouns (e.g., Bölte & Coenen, 2002; Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994; 

Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989; Swinney et al., 1979). Even if material sets contained 

words of different syntactic word classes, it was never considered that results might be 

different for verbs, nouns or adjectives. In comprehension experiments, semantic relatedness 

is prevalently defined as associative. An exception is the study by Marslen-Wilson et al., 

where synonym pairs are used which, by definition, overlap in their semantic features to a 

high degree. Our semantically related verb pairs were also overlapping in semantic features 
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rather than being associatively related and thus, comparable to those used by Marslen-Wilson 

et al.. However, contrary to Marslen-Wilson et al., there was no effect of semantic 

relatedness. 

As expected, there was significant phonological inhibition in our comprehension experiment. 

Word-initial form overlap between context word and target increased decision latencies. 

Previous cross-modal priming studies that examined the effect of phonological relatedness 

provide divergent results. On the one hand, Marslen-Wilson et al. (1994) as well as Meunier 

and Segui (2002) found no reliable effects for pairs with word initial overlap, such as planet – 

plan. On the other hand, Marslen-Wilson (1990) obtained inhibitory effects for pairs with 

word-initial overlap (e.g., feed – feel). In addition, Shatzmann (2006) reported reliable 

inhibition for word-final overlap, such as bel (bell) in libel (dragon fly). The assumption of 

competition by inhibition can easily account for inhibitory effects. In interactive network 

models of language comprehension (e.g., TRACE by McClelland & Elman, 1986 or Shortlist 

by Norris, 1994) overlapping word candidates are connected by inhibitory links. Thus, a 

target that overlaps with the context word is likely to be suppressed when the context word is 

recognized and the targets (re-)activation will be delayed (Zwitserlood, 1994b). For our 

purpose, however, it is not important whether form-relatedness results in inhibitory or null 

effects. The crucial point is that the effect of form-related context words qualitatively differs 

from the obtained morphological effect; morphological relatedness is beneficial, whereas pure 

form overlap is detrimental. Thus, morphological facilitation is not due to phonological 

similarity. 

General Discussion 

In this study, we investigated morphological processing in production and comprehension, 

contrasting effects of a morphological, semantic and phonological relationship. In production 

and comprehension, morphologically related context words facilitated the requested response, 

either picture naming or lexical decision. Production as well as comprehension of verbs 

benefit from prior presentation of a morphologically related word. Crucially, both 

semantically transparent and intransparent complex verbs brought about facilitatory effects. In 

addition, morphological effects were obtained for prefixed verbs as well as for particle verbs. 

Neither the production nor the comprehension task revealed a purely semantic effect. In 

production, form-related context words facilitated picture-naming, whereas in comprehension 

form-related context words impeded word recognition. Firstly, the implications of our results 
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for the representation of morphologically complex words are considered. Secondly, we argue 

that production and comprehension may operate on the same wordform representations. 

Representation of complex words in the language production system 

In picture naming, semantic transparency did not modulate the facilitatory effect of 

morphologically related context words. In addition, semantic relatedness without 

morphological overlap did not affect naming latencies at all. The complete absence of 

semantic effects clearly demonstrates that facilitation for morphologically related context 

words has been obtained independent of semantics in our experiment. 

Morphological effects cannot be reduced to mere form overlap either. Morphological effects 

are not only stronger than effects of pure form overlap (Roelofs, 1996, 1998), but also more 

persistent. In a delayed variant of the picture-word paradigm, morphological effects survive, 

whereas phonological effects disappear (Zwitserlood et al., 2000; 2002). Phonological effects 

are always weaker than morphological effects, even when the degree of overlap between 

context word and target is identical in the phonologically and morphologically related 

condition (Dohmes et al., 2004; Gumnior, Bölte, & Zwitserlood, 2006). Thus, phonological 

similarity alone can account for only a proportion of the effect produced by morphological 

relatedness. 

All in all, the results of our production experiment are reconciled easily with the assumption 

of morphologically structured representations (Dell, 1986; Levelt et al., 1999). Facilitation 

arises because complex context words are decomposed into their constituents during 

comprehension. The morpheme shared between context word and picture name benefits from 

repeated access, thus, reducing naming latencies. These data corroborate findings already 

obtained in experiments using inflected, derived and compound words (Dohmes et al., 2004; 

Gumnior et al., 2006; Zwitserlood et al., 2000, 2002). Note that morphological facilitation is 

also obtained when participants produce morphologically complex words, such as handbag in 

the context of a morphologically related context word, such as travelling bag (Gumnior, 

Krupik, & Zwitserlood, 2007). Thus, morphological processing is not confined to the 

comprehension side, as was already evident from Roelofs (1996) and Roelofs and Baayen 

(2002). 
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Representation of complex words in the language comprehension 

system 

We found morphological priming, not only for semantically transparent but also for 

intransparent context words. This observation challenges the claim that only representations 

of transparent complex words are structured morphologically and that intransparent complex 

words are stored as a whole. As in the case of the production task, we argue that the 

facilitatory effects between morphological relatives result from the decomposition of complex 

words. The context word activates its constituent morphemes. Thus, the target word that 

shares the same morpheme is recognized more rapidly. 

Although there is a slightly larger priming effect for semantically transparent complex words 

than for intransparent words, semantic transparency is not a prerequisite for morphological 

priming. Semantically intransparent words also effectively accelerated the recognition of the 

morphologically related target word. This contradicts the findings of Marslen-Wilson et al. 

(1994). In their often cited study, semantic transparency turned out to be essential to obtain 

morphological priming effects. Generally, the literature supports the existence of genuine 

morphological effects in the absence of semantic transparency (Bentin & Feldman, 1990; 

Frost, Deutsch, & Gilboa., 2000, Libben et al., 2003; Schirmeier et al., 2004; Schreuder, et al., 

2003; Zwitserlood, 1994a; Zwitserlood, Bolwiender, & Drews, 2005; Zwitserlood, Drews, 

Bolwiender, & Neuwinger, 1996). The language system is obviously sensitive to the 

morphological structure of compounds or prefixed verbs, even if the meaning of the complex 

word cannot be inferred from the meaning of its constituents. This sensitivity might result 

from the exposure to a morphologically rich language, especially one with numerous 

multimorphemic wordforms created by compounding and derivation, such as German. In 

German, a root morpheme, such as fall (infinitive fallen) with the general meaning of to fall, 

is part of many derivational forms that are all related to the core meaning of fallen (e.g., 

hinfallen – to fall down, herunterfallen – to fall off, umfallen – fall over). Here, the meaning 

of the complex form can be extracted from the meaning of root and prefix. There are also 

many derived versions that are in no way related to the primary meaning of this root (e.g., 

auffallen – to attract attention, vorfallen – to occur, missfallen – to displease). It is even 

possible, that the same derived form bears more than one meaning (e.g., verfallen – to decay 

or degenerate as opposed to be addicted). 

We have shown that complex verbs prime their morphological relatives even if the derived 

form has a completely different meaning. This indicates that the representations of 
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morphological relatives must be allied in some way. We argue that derived verbs are 

represented in terms of their constituent morphemes for a given level of lexical representation. 

Priming occurs because the same morpheme is accessed in the processing of context word and 

target. 

However, the assumption that derived verbs are stored in a morphologically decomposed way 

at some level of lexical representation does not prevent these complex words from being 

stored as complete entities at another level of the system. Derived words usually contain some 

information that cannot be derived completely from the meaning of their constituents alone. 

Even for a prefixed verb such as rebuild, which is regarded generally as semantically 

transparent, the meaning is not just the sum of the meaning of its parts (Taft & Ardasinski, 

2006). Taft and Ardasinski argue that prefixed words are initially decomposed into stem and 

affix. After this stage, a whole-word representation is implemented to ensure that the 

idiosyncratic meaning of the whole word can be captured. 

Toward shared wordform representations between comprehension and 

production 

As we have demonstrated before, both language production and comprehension rely on 

morphologically structured representations at the lexical form level. The idea that wordform 

representations are shared by production and comprehension is tempting for reasons of 

parsimony. Language production models as well as comprehension models make use of the 

concept of the mental lexicon. In general, models of production and comprehension 

distinguish between semantic and phonological representations within the lexicon (e.g., Dell, 

Schwartz, Martin, Saffran, & Gagnon, 1997; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 2002; Norris, Cutler, 

McQueen & Butterfield, 2006; Levelt et al., 1999). Although processes involved in speaking 

and understanding language are fundamentally different, both recruit representations of 

conceptual-semantic, syntactic, morphological, and form information. Whereas there are no 

arguments in favour of separate conceptual-semantic or syntactic representations, the situation 

is less clear for morphemes and wordforms. In most models of language production, 

morphemes are the units of lexical representation at the wordform level (Dell, 1988; Levelt et 

al., 1999). In comprehension, abstract lexical representations of phonological form are also 

supposed to be organised on a morphemic basis (e.g., Drews & Zwitserlood, 1995; Marslen-

Wilson et al., 1994; Schriefers, Zwitserlood, & Roelofs, 1991, Taft & Ardasinski, 2006). 

Thus, lexical processing regardless whether speaking or understanding is concerned may 

operate on the same morphological representations within the mental lexicon. 
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The assumption of shared morphemes is clearly corroborated by the results of the present 

study. To begin with, picture-word experiments in speech production inherently provide a 

convincing demonstration of contact between the two systems of language use. The picture-

word interference paradigm makes use of spoken or written context words that are processed 

by the comprehension system. At the same time, the impact of these context words is 

measured at the production side, namely on naming latencies for pictures. It has been shown 

repeatedly that semantic, morphological and phonological relations between context word and 

target have an effect on picture-naming latencies. The very fact that perception affects 

production clearly shows that the representations involved must at least be interrelated if not 

shared. Morphological facilitation obtained in this paradigm demonstrates that there is at least 

a vast amount of crosstalk with respect to morphology. 

In addition, both of our experiments yielded strikingly similar results for morphologically 

related context words. As already outlined in detail above, we have shown that both, 

production and comprehension processes rely on morphologically structured representations 

at a lexical level. In comprehension, the acoustic speech input activates abstract phonological 

representations via modality-specific access units. Cross-modal priming is the task of choice 

to investigate the activation of more abstract lexical representations. We employed this task 

and obtained significant priming between morphological relatives. The context word is 

mapped onto morphologically structured lexical representations, facilitating the recognition of 

the morphologically related target word. This facilitation is unambiguously due to the 

activation of the same morpheme and does not result from phonological overlap, since  mere 

form relation has an opposite effect. In addition, a conceptual-semantic locus of the 

facilitation can also be ruled out. Semantically opaque context words, such as umbringen (to 

kill) do not activate the concept of the target, bringen (to bring). Nevertheless, such opaque 

words produced significant priming. Results in production also point towards a level of 

morphological representation that is independent from semantics and form. Semantically 

opaque context words are as effective as transparent context words and phonological overlap 

alone cannot account for the whole amount of facilitation between morphological relatives. 

Two summarize, our two experiments show a similar pattern of morphological facilitation in 

production and comprehension. Evidence from production and comprehension supports a 

level of morphological representation that is independent from semantic relatedness and 

phonological similarity. We argue that the same morphological representations are used by 

the comprehension and production system. 
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Appendix A 

Table A1. Materials Experiments 1 and 2 

Context Words Target 

morph+ 

sem+ 

morph+ 

sem- 

morph- 

sem+ 

morph-

phon+ 

unrelated 

control 

 

Bedenken verdenken sinnen dehnen berieseln denken 

Befahren erfahren sausen fauchen verrosten fahren 

Bejubeln verjubeln freuen jucken füllen jubeln 

Verrühren berühren quirlen rühmen schnorren rühren 

Verschlafen entschlafen ruhen schlacken zögern schlafen 

Beschwören verschwören beeiden schwitzen niesen schwören 

Besiegen versiegen gewinnen sieden gebrauchen siegen 

Zersprengen besprengen explodieren sprechen vertauschen sprengen 

Zerstechen bestechen pieksen stemmen / 

sterben** 

lassen /  

kicken** 

stechen 

Zertreten vertreten stampfen trennen zünden treten 

Betrinken ertrinken schlürfen trillern splittern trinken 

Bewerfen entwerfen schleudern werben verdonnern werfen 

Bewickeln entwickeln verbinden / 

bandagieren** 

winken entfliehen wickeln 

Verwischen entwischen scheuern wissen entfesseln wischen 

Verzählen erzählen rechnen zähmen kranken / 

witzeln** 

zählen 

beantworten* verantworten* erwidern* antesten* predigen* antworten* 

verbinden* entbinden* knoten* biegen* befähigen* binden* 

bedecken* entdecken* auftischen* dekorieren* begehren* decken* 

bedienen* verdienen* helfen* dichten* benutzen* dienen* 

zerdrücken* bedrücken* quetschen* drängen* begünstigen* drücken* 

beenden* verenden* beschließen* entern* ermutigen* enden* 

verfehlen* befehlen* mangeln* fechten* bejahen* fehlen* 

entführen* verführen* leiten* fühlen* belehren* führen* 

entgleiten* begleiten* rutschen* gleichen* beschaffen* gleiten* 
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Context Words Target 

morph+ 

sem+ 

morph+ 

sem- 

morph- 

sem+ 

morph-

phon+ 

unrelated 

control 

 

verheben* beheben* stemmen* heften* genesen* heben* 

behüten* verhüten* betreuen* hüpfen* hetzen* hüten* 

verlegen* erlegen* betten* leben* jammern* legen* 

zerbrechen* erbrechen* zerstoßen* brettern* beglaubigen* brechen* 

zerreißen* verreißen* rupfen* reiben* hemmen* reißen* 

besaufen* ersaufen* schlucken* saugen* prahlen* saufen* 

versorgen* entsorgen* kümmern* sortieren* heiraten* sorgen* 

besticken* ersticken* handarbeiten* stillen* erblassen* sticken* 

bewerten* verwerten* urteilen* werken* neigen* werten * 

bewirken* verwirken* funktionieren* wirbeln* plündern* wirken* 

zubeißen durchbeißen knabbern beichten lösen beißen 

abbrennen durchbrennen lodern bremsen hinkippen brennen 

hinbringen umbringen liefern brüten krempeln bringen 

überdehnen ausdehnen spannen deckeln auflauern dehnen 

umfallen auffallen stolpern falten zieren fallen 

auffangen anfangen schnappen faseln schärfen fangen 

anfassen einfassen nehmen fackeln schlüpfen fassen 

durchfeiern krankfeiern vergnügen feilen durchschauen / 

durchschneiden** 

feiern 

durchfüttern unterfüttern päppeln fügen hindrängen / 

abklopfen** 

füttern 

hergeben nachgeben offerieren gelten abrutschen / 

messen** 

geben 

zugreifen angreifen grapschen greinen kleben greifen 

festhalten durchhalten reichen haken abkratzen halten 

zuhören aufhören lauschen höhnen einfetten hören 

auskehren einkehren fegen kegeln zuraunen kehren 

niederknien reinknien hocken knittern weghängen knien 

weglaufen volllaufen eilen lausen abschirmen laufen 

vorlesen auslesen schmökern lehnen helfen /  

pachten** 

lesen 
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Context Words Target 

morph+ 

sem+ 

morph+ 

sem- 

morph- 

sem+ 

morph-

phon+ 

unrelated 

control 

 

aufleuchten einleuchten blenden leugnen ausklingen leuchten 

einpacken zupacken verstauen paddeln umwälzen packen 

einpflanzen fortpflanzen säen pflastern lagern pflanzen 

aufpumpen anpumpen blasen pudern auflockern pumpen 

abputzen herunterputzen polieren punkten sperren putzen 

wegrennen überrennen spurten rempeln überbacken rennen 

herschenken ausschenken spendieren scheffeln anregen schenken 

anschieben unterschieben rollen schicken nähen schieben 

zuschlagen vorschlagen prügeln schlachten färben schlagen 

mitschleppen dahinschleppen transportieren schlenkern parken schleppen 

durchschneiden überschneiden schnippeln / 

stückeln** 

schneien zuklappen schneiden 

festschrauben hochschrauben fräsen schrumpeln quietschen schrauben 

aufschreiben zuschreiben notieren schreinern rauschen schreiben 

herumsitzen nachsitzen thronen sichern abrunden sitzen 

mitspielen anspielen toben spießen flechten spielen 

aufspringen einspringen hopsen spritzen fordern springen 

aufstapeln hochstapeln schichten stammeln abtauchen stapeln 

anstehen beistehen aufrichten steppen mitkommen stehen 

aufstellen bloßstellen platzieren stehlen kämmen stellen 

ausstrecken niederstrecken weiten streben mauern strecken 

anstecken einstecken befestigen stempeln lüften stecken 

anstreichen einstreichen tünchen streicheln krümmen streichen 

durchsuchen aufsuchen fahnden suhlen durchkreuzen suchen 

vortanzen antanzen schwingen tasten anschnallen tanzen 

aufteilen mitteilen abgeben / 

halbieren** 

tändeln landen teilen 

hintragen vortragen bugsieren trachten umschwärmen tragen 

nachzeichnen gegenzeichnen malen zeigen betten / 

promovieren** 

zeichnen 

festziehen ausziehen zerren zielen ansagen ziehen 
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Context Words Target 

morph+ 

sem+ 

morph+ 

sem- 

morph- 

sem+ 

morph-

phon+ 

unrelated 

control 

 

aufblitzen* abblitzen* glitzern* blicken* abfließen* blitzen* 

anbrummen* aufbrummen* knurren* brutzeln* abdüsen* brummen* 

weggehen* aufgehen* marschieren* geizen* abbilden* gehen* 

zuhauen* anhauen* boxen* haben* abschalten* hauen* 

zuknallen* abknallen* dröhnen* knacken* absacken* knallen* 

aufkündigen* ankündigen* entlassen* küssen* aktivieren* kündigen* 

umlenken* ablenken* steuern* lecken* abschätzen* lenken* 

abschießen* vorschießen* feuern* schinden* glühen* schießen* 

wegschweben* vorschweben* fliegen* schweigen* garnieren* schweben* 

antreiben* abtreiben* anstacheln* treffen* formulieren* treiben* 

abwarten* aufwarten* gedulden* warnen* hassen* warten* 

Note: Prefix verbs are in row 1-34 and particle verbs are in row 35-90. 

Items marked with an asterisk (*) were only tested in Experiment 2. Some items of Experiment 1 had to be 

replaced in Experiment 2. These items are marked with two asterisks (**). 
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Table A2. Mean frequency classes, mean word lengths and mean semantic relatedness scores 

(standard deviations in parentheses) as a function of context word in Experiments 1 and 

Experiment 2. 

 Experiment 1 Experiment 2 

Context Word frequency 

class 

word 

length 

semantic 

relatedness 

frequency 

class 

word 

length 

semantic 

relatedness 

1 morph+sem+ 15.6 

(2.7) 

9.7 

(1.4) 

1.8 

(0.4) 

15.2 

(3.0) 

9.4 

(1.4) 

2.3 

(1.2) 

2 morph+sem-  14.7 

(3.1) 

10.1 

(1.7) 

4.1 

(0.6) 

14.7 

(2.9) 

9.7 

(1.6) 

3.9 

(1.2) 

3 morph-sem- 13.8 

(2.7) 

7.6 

(2.0) 

2.2 

(0.7) 

13.9 

(1.9) 

7.7 

(2.9) 

2.4 

(1.3) 

4 morph-phon+ 14.7 

(3.1) 

7.1 

(1.3) 

4.9 

(0.2) 

14.2 

(1.3) 

7.1 

(3.3) 

4.8 

(0.5) 

5 unrelated 

control 

15.1 

(3.2) 

8.2 

(1.9) 

5.0 

(0.1) 

14.8 

(2.0) 

8.2 

(2.5) 

5.0 

(0.2) 

Note: Frequencies are quoted from the Leipziger Wortschatz-Lexikon. In this lexicon categories of frequency for 

each word are based on the frequency of the German word “der” which is the most frequent word in German. 

High values indicate low frequencies. 

Word length is defined by the number of letters. Semantic relatedness has been rated on a five-point scale (1 = 

strongly related, 5 = not related at all). 
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Appendix B 

Table B1. Experiment 1: Mean RTs in ms, standard deviations (in parentheses) computed on 

by-subject means and error percentages as a function of Context Word and Verb Type. 

 Verb Type 

 prefix verb particle verb 

Context Word RT 

(SD) 

% Error RT % Error 

morph+sem+  874.4 

(125.4) 

4.9 854.8 

(146.2) 

6.8 

morph+sem-  865.9 

(145.5) 

6.7 857.6 

(151.5) 

9.4 

morph- em+  971.0 

(146.9) 

8.4 923.7 

(105.9) 

9.9 

morph-phon+ 937.9 

(147.1) 

7.1 921.0 

(168.0) 

8.0 

Control 971.4 

(143.9) 

10.7 922.4 

(131.2) 

9.0 

Means 895.9 

(142.0) 

7.6 924.12 

(145.6) 

8.6 
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Table B2. Experiment 1: CIs (95%) around differences between means computed on  

by-subject means (df=14, tcrit=2.14). 

 differences (CI) 

unrelated control – morph+sem+ 89.9 (±48.9) 

unrelated control – morph+sem- 95.2 (±53.6) 

unrelated control – morph-sem+ -0.2 (±17.6) 

unrelated control – morph-phon+ 25.9 (±23.0) 

morph+sem+ – morph+sem- 5.7 (±19.9) 
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Table B3. Experiment 2: Mean RTs in ms, standard deviations (in parentheses) computed on 

by-subject means and error percentages as a function of Context Word and Verb Type. 

 Verb Type 

 prefix verb particle verb 

Context Word RT 

(SD) 

% Error RT % Error 

morph+ sem+  565.8 

(85.7) 

2.5 556.6 

(89.3) 

1.9 

morph+ sem-  584.5 

(95.5) 

1.2 559.2 

(78.6) 

1.3 

morph- sem+  594.1 

(91.2) 

2.2 586.7 

(92.0) 

3.3 

morph- phon+ 650.4 

(96.0) 

7.6 632.7 

(96.8) 

6.7 

Control 599.4 

(82.8) 

7.0 592.3 

(80.5) 

2.7 

Means 598.8 

(94.0) 

3.3 585.5 

(91.4) 

3.2 

 

Table B4. Experiment 2: CIs (95%) around differences between means computed on  

by-subject means (df=59, tcrit=2.0). 

 differences (CI) 

unrelated control – morph+sem+ 35.2 (±9.3) 

unrelated control – morph+sem- 26.0 (±8.5) 

unrelated control – morph-sem+ 5.7 (±7.8) 

unrelated control – morph-phon+ -43.8 (±10.2) 

morph+sem+ – morph+sem- -9.2 (±7.3) 
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Conclusions 

The objective of this thesis was to investigate the representation of morphological information 

within the mental lexicon while considering speech production and comprehension processes. 

Chapter 2 deals with a) the suitability of an adapted version of the word-translation task to 

examine morphological processing and b) the relationship between morphological, semantic 

and phonological information in the processing of German compounds. 

The translation task has proved to be sensitive to morphological processing. This provides us 

with a paradigm that is suitable to investigate the role of morphology in speech production 

without suffering from limitations that are typically associated with picture naming and 

implicit priming. Production studies that make use of word translation are no longer restricted 

to nouns that describe depictable objects (as mainly found in picture naming) or small sets of 

materials (as in the case of implicit priming). 

In addition, the data reported in Chapter 1 confirm the existence of a level of morphological 

representations that is independent from semantics and phonology. In Experiment 1, the 

presentation of morphologically related compounds facilitated the translation of English 

nouns, irrespective of whether these compounds were also semantically related. In 

Experiment 2, the impact of form overlap on morphological effects was assessed. Whereas 

morphological overlap reduced translation latencies, pure form overlap did not. Thus, these 

two experiments further support the assumption that morphological structure is explicitly 

represented at the wordform level and not simply a function of semantics and phonology. 

In Chapter 3, the representation of morphologically complex verbs was inspected in a) a 

production task and b) a comprehension task. Again, sizeable morphological effects appeared 

in the production experiment (Experiment 1). The morphological effect turned up independent 

from semantic transparency and was substantially larger than the effect due to phonological 

overlap. The data obtained with derived German verbs parallel those obtained with German 

compounds (see Experiments 1 and 2 in Chapter 2 and also Dohmes, Zwitserlood Bölte, 

2004; and Zwitserlood, Bölte & Dohmes, 2000; 20002) Thus, previous findings can be 

extended to derived German verbs. 

The results of the production experiments in this thesis demonstrate that during production 

complex words are assembled from morphemes. Together with data from previous studies 

(see Bölte, Zwitserlood, & Dohmes, 2004 for an overview), the present work provides ample 

evidence to corroborate the assumptions in the model by Levelt, Roelofs and Meyer (1999) 

about how compounds and derived verbs are represented at the wordform level. The model 
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explicitly states that compounds, prefixed and particle verbs are represented by multiple 

morpheme-sized nodes at the form level. Morphological composition is also incorporated in 

Dell’s spreading activation model of language production (Dell, 1986, 1988). 

In order to take the comprehension side into account, the verb materials was also employed in 

a lexical-decision task (Experiment 2, Chapter 3). The question was whether complex words 

are decomposed into their constituent morphemes in the course of word recognition. The 

impact of morphological relationship was strikingly similar in the comprehension and the 

production task. Morphological overlap produced substantial facilitation. And again, 

morphological facilitation was not bound to semantic transparency. Besides, there was no 

facilitation when prime and target were solely form-related in comprehension. These results 

add to an increasing body of evidence that morphological effects in comprehension are found 

independent from form and meaning (e.g., Libben, Gibson, Yoon, & Sandra, 2003; 

Schirmeier, Derwing, & Libben, 2004; Zwitserlood, 1994a; Zwitserlood, Bolwiender, & 

Drews, 2005; Zwitserlood, Drews, Bolwiender, & Neuwinger, 1996). Thus, the results are 

neither in agreement with a connectionist approache that assumes that morphology is a by-

product of learned relations between meaning and form (e.g., Gonnerman, Seidenberg, & 

Andersen, 2007; Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000) nor with a full-listing approach (e.g., 

Butterworth, 1983). However, the results are easily reconciled with models that postulate 

morphological decomposition (e.g., Taft, 2004). 

Facilitatory morphological effects in a comprehension and a production task suggest that 

word recognition as well as production proceeds via morpheme-sized lexical units. Given 

these obvious similarities, the question arises, whether these units are shared between the 

systems of language comprehension and production. As mentioned before, morphemes settle 

at the wordform level in production models (Levelt Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999; Dell, 1986, 

1988). In comprehension, modality-independent lexical entries are typically distinguished 

from modality-specific access units. Access representations provide the perceptual targets for 

lexical access and are connected to the more abstract lexical representations. While it is 

argued that access units may well be whole-word representations for monomorphemic and 

complex words alike, lexical representations are supposed to be organized on a morphemic 

basis (e.g., Drews & Zwitserlood, 1995; Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, Waksler, & Older, 1994; 

Schriefers, Zwitserlood, & Roelofs, 1991). Thus, lexical processing regardless whether 

speaking or understanding is concerned may operate on the same morphological 

representations within the mental lexicon. 
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Regarding the characteristics of the picture-word interference paradigm, the assumption of 

shared morphemes is also indirectly corroborated. In this paradigm, naming latencies are 

affected by a distractor word that is processed by the comprehension system. Influence of 

speech comprehension on production requires at the very least a close relationship between 

the comprehension and production system. Finally, facilitatory effects between morphological 

relatives in picture-word interference should definitely occur when form representations are 

actually shared between production and comprehension. 

Taken together, 1) the observation of similar effects of morphological facilitation in a 

production and comprehension task that have employed the same set of materials, 2) the fact 

that word recognition influences speech planning in the picture-word interference paradigm, 

and 3) the observation that speech production as well as comprehension rely on 

morphologically structured form representations, lead to the conclusion that these form 

representations are shared between the two systems of language use. 

A final word of caution is advisable here. Participants in the production experiments reported 

here always produced morphologically simple answers and morphological complexity came 

into play at the comprehension side. Thus, morphological complexity was investigated in an 

indirect manner. Effects of morphological facilitation are interpreted as a consequence of 

repeated access to the same morpheme. Further experiments that ask for the production of 

morphologically complex words, such as compounds or derived verbs, would be beneficial to 

further extend our knowledge of morphological processing in language production. 
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Zusammenfassung 

In dieser Dissertation wurde die Repräsentation morphologisch komplexer Wörter im 

mentalen Lexikon untersucht. Morphologie beschäftigt sich mit der inneren Struktur von 

Wörtern. Die kleinste bedeutungstragende Einheit einer Sprache bezeichnet man als 

Morphem. Man unterscheidet drei morphologische Klassen: Komposition, Derivation und 

Flexion. Komposition und Derivation dienen der Wortbildung, bei der Flexion wird dagegen 

lediglich die Form eines Wortes verändert. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde untersucht, wie 

Komposita (Kapitel 2) und derivierte Verben (Kapitel 3) repräsentiert sind. 

Die Frage, ob morphologisch komplexe Wörter als komplette gebrauchsfertige Einheiten oder 

zerlegt in ihre Morpheme im mentalen Lexikon gespeichert sind, wird kontrovers diskutiert 

(z.B. Butterworth, 1983, Caramazza, Laudanna & Romani, 1988; Gonnerman, Seidenberg & 

Andersen, 2007; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995; Taft, 2004; Taft & Ardasinski, 2006). Ein 

Großteil der Untersuchungen hat sich mit der Verarbeitung komplexer Wörter in der 

Sprachwahrnehmung beschäftigt (z.B. Libben, Gibson, Yoon & Sandra, 2003; Marslen-

Wilson, Tyler, Waksler & Older, 1994, Zwitserlood, 1994a). Auf der Sprachproduktionsseite 

haben sich nur wenige Untersuchungen mit morphologisch komplexen Wörtern beschäftigt 

(z.B. Roelofs, 1996, 1998; Roelofs & Baayen, 2002; Zwitserlood, Bölte & Dohmes, 2000, 

2002). 

  

In dieser Arbeit wurden folgende Fragen bearbeitet: 

1) Ist die modifizierte Variante einer Übersetzungsaufgabe geeignet, um morphologische 

Prozesse bei der Sprachproduktion zu untersuchen (Kapitel 2, Experimente 1 und 2) 

2) Treten morphologische Effekte unabhängig von semantischer und phonologischer 

Verwandtschaft auf (Kapitel 2 und 3)? 

3) Greifen das Sprachproduktionssystem und das Spracherkennungssystem auf dieselben 

morphologisch dekomponierten Wortform-Repräsentationen zu (Kapitel 3, 

Experimente, 1 und 2)? 

 

In Kapitel 2 werden zwei Experimente zur Sprachproduktion beschrieben, die sich mit der 

Repräsentation deutscher Komposita beschäftigt haben. In beiden Experimenten wurde eine 

modifizierte Form der Übersetzungsaufgabe benutzt. Die Versuchspersonen übersetzten 
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einfache englische Nomen während deutsche Wörter werden als Distraktoren präsentiert 

wurden. In Experiment 1 waren die Distraktoren a) morphologisch verwandte und semantisch 

transparente Komposita (z. B. Korbstuhl – Stuhl, eng., chair) und b) morphologisch 

verwandte und semantisch intransparente Komposita (z. B. Dachstuhl – Stuhl). Im Vergleich 

zur unverwandten Kontrollbedingung erleichterten die morphologisch verwandten 

Distraktoren die Übersetzung. Dabei spielte die semantische Transparenz der Distraktoren 

keine Rolle. 

In Experiment 2 waren die Distraktoren a) morphologisch verwandte Komposita (z.B. 

Fahrplan – Plan, engl.: schedule) und b) morphologisch unverwandte, formverwandte 

einfach Nomen (Kaplan – Plan). Wie in Experiment 1 verkürzten morphologisch verwandte 

Komposita die Übersetzungslatenzen. Obwohl die formverwandten Distraktoren die deutsche 

Übersetzung des englischen Nomens komplett enthielten, beeinflussten sie die 

Übersetzungslatenzen nicht. 

Die Produktion eines Wortes wurde durch die Präsentation eines morphologisch verwandten 

Distraktors erleichtert, unabhängig davon, ob beide Wörter auch semantisch verwandt waren 

(vgl. Dohmes, Zwitserlood, & Bölte, 2004). Experiment 2 zeigt, dass der morphologische 

Erleichterungseffekt nicht auf die reine Formüberlappung zurückzuführen ist. Insgesamt 

zeigen die Daten, dass 1) die modifizierte Übersetzungsaufgabe geeignet ist, um Prozesse 

morphologischer Verarbeitung zu untersuchen und 2) morphologische Effekte unabhängig 

von semantischer Verwandtschaft und Formähnlichkeit auftreten. 

 

In Kapitel 3, werden zwei Experimente vorgestellt, die derivierte deutsche Verben in einer 

Sprachproduktionsaufgabe (Experiment 1) und einer Worterkennungsaufgabe (Experiment 2) 

untersucht haben. Um morphologische Effekte von denen semantischer Verwandtschaft und 

phonologischer Ähnlichkeit zu trennen, wurden einfache Verben (z.B. schlafen) in beiden 

Experimenten mit vier verschiedenen Verben kombiniert: a) einem morphologisch 

verwandten, semantisch transparentem Verb (z.B. verschlafen), b) einem morphologisch 

verwandten, semantisch intransparentem Verb (z.B. entschlafen); c) einem semantisch 

verwandten Verb (z.B. ruhen) und c) einem phonologisch verwandten Verb (z.B. schlackern). 

In Experiment 1 benannten die Versuchspersonen Photos, die Handlungen darstellten mit 

einfachen Verben. Morphologisch verwandte Distraktoren verkürzten die 

Benennungslatenzen signifikant Semantisch verwandte Verben zeigten keinen Einfluss auf 

die Benennlatenzen. Formähnliche Distraktoren verkürzten die Benennlatenzen, der 

morphologische Effekt war jedoch fast vier Mal so groß wie der phonologische Effekt. 
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In Experiment 2 führten die Versuchspersonen eine lexikalische Entscheidungsaufgabe in 

einem cross-modalen Priming auf das visuell präsentierte, einfache Verb aus. Im Kontext 

morphologisch verwandter derivierter Verben verkürzte sich die Entscheidungszeit. 

Semantische Verwandtschaft ohne morphologische Überlappung beeinflusste die 

Entscheidungszeiten nicht. Phonologisch verwandte Distraktoren verlängerten die 

Entscheidungszeiten.  

Morphologische Erleichterungseffekte in beiden Experimenten unterstützen die Annahme, 

dass das Produktionssystem und das Spracherkennungssystem auf morphologisch 

dekomponierte Wortform-Repräsentationen zurückgreifen. Unabhängig von ihrer 

semantischen Transparenz werden morphologisch komplexe Verben während der 

Worterkennung in ihre Morpheme zerlegt und während der Produktion aus diesen 

Morphemen zusammengesetzt. 

 

Mit der modifizierten Form der Übersetzungsaufgabe steht nun eine geeignete Aufgabe für 

die Untersuchung morphologischer Prozesse in der Sprachproduktion zur Verfügung. 

Insgesamt sprechen die Ergebnisse der Experimente in dieser Arbeit gegen die Annahme, 

dass jedes morphologisch komplexe Wort einen eigenen Eintrag im mentalen Lexikon besitzt 

(z.B. Butterworth, 1983). Die Unabhängigkeit der morphologischen Effekte von Semantik 

und Phonologie zeigen weiter, dass es sich bei der Morphologie nicht lediglich um das 

Produkt der Beziehung zwischen Bedeutung und Form handelt (z.B. Gonnerman et al., 2007). 

Die Ergebnisse unterstützen die Annahmen über die Repräsentation morphologisch 

komplexer Wörter, wie sie in Modellen der Sprachproduktion postuliert werden (z. B. Dell, 

1986; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999). Im Modell von Levelt et al. wird formuliert, dass 

Komposita und derivierte Verben zerlegt in ihre Morpheme auf der Wortformebene 

gespeichert sind. Die Beobachtung, dass Morpheme relevante Einheiten in Produktion und 

Sprachverstehen sind, legt nahe, dass beide Systeme auf dieselben morphologisch 

strukturierten Einheiten im mentalen Lexikon zugreifen. 
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